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Bullfight HUMAN ADVOCACY Join other progressive 
UCF students to fight for -
your rights -SEE NEWS;A2 
With Hodges now the starter, UCF 
takes on Buffalo at home -sEESPORTs,As 
On Thursday: 
SGA candidates 
by Jeffrey Riley 
A list of all the candidates 
running in this year's SGA 
Senate elections. 
On Fri.day: 
Women's soccer results 
by Carlos Pineda 
Check after the game to see 
how the ladies faired against 
South Carolina. 
On Saturday: 
Cross country results 
by Ashley Camifax 
The women's cross country 
team heads to Gainesville this 
weekend for the Mountain Dew 
Invitational. 
Volleyball vs. Southern 
Miss and FIU 
by Andrew Kennedy 
The Knights have a full 
schedule this weekend, taking 
on Southern Miss on Friday and 
FIU on Saturday. 
Football quarterly , 
updates 
by Ryan Ba$S 
See how the Knights fair in the 




Get UCF news sent to your cell 
phone. Just text the keyword 
UCFNEWS to 44636. 
AROUND CAMPUS, A2 
SEETHE UNIVERSE 
FROM STARTTO 
FINISH IN 90 MINUTES 
The BigBang, a musical comedy 
about the creation of the universe, 
is being performed by the Orlando 
Shakespeare Theater in 
partnership with UCF, through Oct. 
11. Tickets are $10 for students. 
LOCAL STATE, A2 
JUDGE ORDERS 17- · 
VEAR-OLDTOSTAVIN 
JAIL BEFORE TRIAL 
A judge has ordered a 17-year-old 
charged with the fatal stabbing of 
another student to be held in jail 
until Oct.6.The 17-year-old has 
been charged with second-degree 
murder,a court record shows . . 
LAWSUIT OVER SEX 
OFFENDER CAMP 
MIGHT BE MOVED 
The city of Miami and state 
officials are battling over where a 
civil trial should be held in a 
lawsuit over a sex offender camp 
under a Miami bridge. The suit was 
heard by an appeals court Tuesday. 
INDEX I TODAY'S 
Around Campus 21 WEATHER 
Weather 21 
Local & State 2 
Sports 8 
Variety 11 
Opinion 14 LATE 
Oassifieds 15 T-STORMS 
Sudoku 
Crossword 15 
. HIGH IDW 
U.N. FOtindation. adviser ·visits 
Attendees challenged to "think globally" 
JENNIFER ROSS 
News Editor 
sus Ballroom of the Stu-
dent Union on Tuesday. 
The presentation, titled 
"Seeing Beyond Borders: 
filled the room as topics 
ranging from current proj-
ects and goals of the U.N. 
to the organization's "new 
era of engagement" with 
the Obama administration 
were discussed. 
Sorensen said remem-
bering that "we, [in the 
Gillian Sorensen, a sen-
ior adviser for the United 
Nations Foundation and 
former U.N. assistant sec-
retary-general, challenged 
UCF students and faculty 
to ''think globally'' during a 
presentation in the Pega-
Developing a World View," 
began at 3 p.m. and includ-
ed a 45-minute speech fol-
lowed by a 20-minute 
question-and-answer ses-
sion with students. 
More than 200 people PLEASE SEE SPEAKER ON AS 
TAMRA MARTIN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
OVer 200 people gathered in the Pegasus Ballroom to hear Sorensen's presentation. 
Uncover Thursdays 
Tales of the .. tailgaters 
Don't get burned by the heat or drenched by the rain, 
and make sure your next tailgate is fun and affordable. 
We've got some tailgating tips for you to get the most 
out of your pre-game. 
-SEEVARIETY, All 





Former military · 
learn to be civilians 
TERRI KLECKNER 
Contributing Writer , 
More than 50 years of mili-
tary service came together on 
Tuesday Sept 15 in the library to 
discuss their experiences in the 
military and as veterans. 
Six panelists and Alzo Red-
dick, the founder of the Soldiers 
to Scholars program at UCF, 
who played mediator, talked to a 
crowd in room 223 in the UCF 
Library near noon. 
Veterans ranged from World 
War II to the current events in 
the Middle East from both the 
Army and the Navy. 
The topic, "Coming Home -
Now What? A Soldier's Perspec-
tive," was just one of the biannu-
al DiversiTea events hosted by 
the UCF Office of Diversity Ini-
tiatives. The event was broad-
casted live to UCF regional cam-
puses in Cocoa, Daytona and 
South Lake. 
The panelists focused on 
adjustment to civilian life, veter-
an health care and retirement 
from the service. 
Reddick, also an Army ;veter-
an, noted how many of the pan-
elists utilized GI Bill benefits to 
iJ Forfullversion of the story go to: 
www.lJCFNeoNS.com 
PLEASE SEE GI BILL ON A7 
SGA votes for donation change 
JACKIE NIXON 
Contributing Writer 
Site turns students into 
global language-learners 
Last Thursday, the Stu- TERRI KLECKNER always want to be fluent, 
dent Government Associ- Contributing Writer and this mimics an immer-
ation voted unanimously sion experience - it 
in support of the College Livemocha, a Web site sounds like real-world 
Housing and Infrastruc- that teaches languages viaa communication." 
ture Act, a federal resolu- social network, has become "They ask, 'How do I 
tion that allows nonprofit a useful tool for UCF stu- learn more?' This is one 
student organizations to dents and language instruc- way to do it," she said. 
use tax-deductible dona- tors. The Web site has cours-
tions toward housing. According to the Web es in 25 languages with 
Under previous uni- GEORGE OEHL t CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE site, Livemocha is a "first of more than 160 hours of les-
versity regulations, Greek letters flank the entrance to the Kappa Sigma fraternity house, which its kind Web-based Ian- sons for each, which teach 
nonprofit organizations will be able to use tax-deductible donations for housing maintenance. guage learning solution" and build solid language 
were only allowed to use Whatdoyouthink housing organizations the that integrates "online skills through reading, 
their tax-deductible dona- • oftheQIIA Arn same freedom. instructional content with writing and speaking exer-
tions for educational pur- www.UCFNews.com According to the pro- a global community of Ian- cises. 
poses. visions of the CHIA Act, guage leaders.'' With more Horzen used the Web 
SGA Senator Will . tions toward housing but tax-deductible donations two million members, the site this summer to start 
Lusk, a senior political for maintenance and that go toward nonprofit site also claims to be the learning Dutch. 
science major, said this upkeep only. organizations with hous- world's largest language "It's really neat," she 
was ''very limiting for stu- · He said tax laws have ing can now use this community. said. "It's free, which is 
dents." allowed colleges and uni- money toward housing "Livemochaisoneofthe absolutely wonderful.'' 
Lusk drafted the versities to use donations maintenance. first things I mention in Upon completing the 
amended version of the toward building and These changes can class," said Deborah initial vocabulary and 
resolution, which will maintaining student provide a way to make Horzen, a German Ian-"I 92° 7s• 
allow organizations to use housing while not permit- guage professor. "Stude. nts PLF.ASE SEE SITE ON A4 








News and no_tices for 
the UCF community 
The universe in 90 minutes 
Th.e Big Bang, a musical 
comedy about the creation 
of the universe, is being • 
performed by the Orlando 
Shakespeare Theater in 
partnership with UCF. 
The play· runs from 
today until Oct 11, and will 
, tell the entire history of the 
universe. in 90 minutes. 
Student tickets are $10. 
Call 407-447-1700 for 
more information. 
Learn how to prevent suicide 
UCF is offering a class 
in "Question, Persuade, 
Refer," a suicide preven-
tion program. 
The event will take 
place today at 1:30 p.m. in 
the Student Union, Room 
223 and will be presented 
by Jeff Novak. 
Call 407-823-2811 for 
more information. 
Be the next Mr. or Miss UCF 
Compete for a chance to 
become Mr. or Miss UCF 
2010 at the pageant audi-
tions. 
The auditions are Mon-
day through Friday this 
week from 10 a.m. to noon 
in the Pensacola Board 
Room, Room 222 of the 
Student Union. 
The only requirements 
are to be a 'full-time stu-
dent, have a minimum of a 
2.5 GPA and a talent that 
can be performed on stage. 




Keep with local headlines 
you may have missed 
Judge orders 17-year-old to 
stay in jail before trial 
CORAL GABLES - A 
judge has ordered a 17-
year-old charged with the 
fatal stabbing of another 
student to be held in jail 
until Oct. 6. 
The attacker was taken 
into custody immediately 
after the stabbing at Coral 
Gables Senior High 
School. 
Records show he was 
charged with second-
degree murder. A court 
hearing was held Wednes-
day morning; it is unclear 
if the student has retained 
an attorney. 
Lawsuit about sex offender 
_ camp might change venue 
MIAMI - The city of 
Miami and state officials 
are battling over where a 
civil trial should be held 
in a lawsuit over a sex 
·offender camp under a 
Miami bridge. 
The lawsuit was heard 
Tuespay by an appeals 
court in Miami. · 
It blames the state for 
placing dozens of sex 
offenders under the 
bridge. · 
A Miami circuit judge 
ruled last month that the 
lawsuit should stay. in 
Miami. 
City officials say the 
case should be heard 
locally because the jury 




KIM SHELPMAN/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The new Amnesty International group at UCF held one of its first meetings in the gazebo beside the John T. Washington Center to discuss future plans. 
I Students start UCF 
chapter of global 
human rights org. 
. BIANCA FORTIS 
Staff Writer 
UCF is taking a step forward fot 
human rights by introducing a 
new activism campaign on cam-
pus. . 
Garrett Grainger, a senior 
studying sociology and political 
science, and several other students 
are starting an Amnesty Interna-
tional chapter on campus. They 
said they wanted to start the club 
to spread the ~ord on human 
rights. 
Amnf;!sty International, a non-
governmental organization, was 
founded in London in 1961 to advo-
cate for the rights of nonviolent 
prisoners, according to its Web 
site. Now it is an organization that 
works against human rights abus-
es that occur around the world. It 
has tackled issues such as health 
care, violence against women, tor-
ture and free speech. · 
Grainger, who is ·_ the former 
president of the UCF chapter, said 
he was inspired to start it after 
·reading about the issues that the 
organization addresses. 
''I had a personal investment in 
founding the club," Grainger said. 
"I'm gay. I was raised in a homo-
phobic community. I understand 
what it's like to not have your 
rights respected. Everyone has 
inherent human rights that haven't 
necessarily been recognized." 
Alicia Koutsoulieris, the 
group's current president, has a 
bachelor's degree in political sci-
ence and is working toward a sec-
ond one in history. She said that 
UCF is a good place to have an 
Amnesty International chapter 
because the school is so diverse. 
She said they hope that other 
UCF students can fmd an issue 
within Amnesty International that 
appeals to them ideologically. 
Stephanie Parenti, a junior 
studying international relations, is 
the group's secretary. She said the 
organization focuses on issues 
worldwide. 
"It doesn't matter if you're a 
republican or a democrat,'' Parenti 
said. "Plus, kids should be learning 
about this anyway, especially in 
college." . 
The organization is not fman-
cially, politically, ethnically or reli-
giously motivated, Koutsoulieris 
said. · 
Grainger said that ~e fact that 
Amnesty International addresses 
the entire continuum of human 
rights issues demonstrates its non-
partisan approach. He said that 
human rights are indivisible. 
"In other words, we cannot 
speak of political and civil rights 
without discussing economic and 
social rights," Grainger said. 
He said that many -groups 
address a single aspect of human 
rights without recognizing the 
way they connect with others. He 
said approaching these important 
issues with an umbrella organiza-
tion was an important anglE; to 
deliver on campus. 
Houman Sadri, an associate 
professor in the political science 
department, is the group's adviser. 
He said some of the founding 
members had been his students 
and that he supported them when 
they expressed interest in starting 
the chapter. 
He said he encourages students 
to run an organization because it 
will reinforce their education. 
''We teach students concepts, 
methods, theories of political sci-
ence," Sadri said. "But teaching 
students how to coordinate activi-
ties, how to run an organization -
this is not a skill we teach them in 
the classroom." 
Sadri said that by joining 
Amnesty International, students 
have an opportunity to learn more 
about other cultures. because the 
LOCAL WEATHER 
TODAY .IN DETAIL 
organization focuses on political 
rights of people all over the world. 
"In western society sometimes 
we have a tendency to take for 
granted that we have not only 
rights, but other responsibilities,'' 
Sadri said. "In some other cultures 
we focus on responsibilities and 
not rights. 
Sadri said that different cul-
tures are interdependent 
"We are living in a shrinking 
world," Sadri said. "The differ-
ences are decreasing. Events in 
one part of the world impact 
events in another part." 
_ Sadri stressed that students in 
any major can join Amnesty Inter-
national. He said that it is the 
responsibility of students to use 
their time at an educational insti-
tution to not only learn more 
about their own major, but also 
learn to be a better global citizen. 
"That type of awareness helps 
us make decisions," Sadri said. 
Grainger said that Amnesty 
International is a useful resource 
for information about human 
rights. Amnesty Irtternational 
posts human rights reports on its 
Web site, which can help students 
get an idea of what's going on 
around the world 
The group plans to participate 
in several upcoming events, 
including the International Day of 
Peace, hosted by the UCF United 
Nations Association, and the 
Coll)e Out with Pride parade. The 
students continuously work on 
petition and letter-writing cam-
paigns as well. 
The students began working in 
the spring semester. The main 
obstacle they have faced is obtain-
ing status as a UCF Registered Stu-
dent Organization. Their constitu-
tion is currently in the i:eviewing 
process, which is the last Step they 
need to pass before becoming an 
official RSO. 
The UCF. chapter of Amnesty 
International meets every Tues-
day. at 6 p.m. in the gazebo behind 
Howard Phillips Hall. 
' · Friday High:89° Today 
LATE 
T-STORMS 
Today: Forty percent chance of 
rain. Winds from the east around 
11 mph. 
,~- SCATTERED STORMS Low: 76° 
High:92° 
Low:75° 
Tonight: Storms in the evening. 
East northeast winds around 9 
mph. 
Saturday High: 880 
SCATTERED STORMS Low: 75° 
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.Delta Epsilori Psi new addition to Greek Life 
LINDSAY DECARLO 
Contributing Writer 
The Greek community 
at UCF recently grew with 
the addition of Delta 
Epsilon Ps~ a South Asian 
interest fraternity. 
President Krunal Patel, 
a senior finance major, 
said it took a year and a 
half of hard ·work before 
the fraternity was awarded 
a charter in the Diversified 
Greek Council The long 
process included tasks 
ranging from submitting 
applications for accept-
ance into the council, 
building . relationships 
with other Greek organi-
zations and recruiting 
founding members. 
The South Asian inter-
est fraternity is the frrst of 
its kind at UCF, according 
to Belinda Boston, direc-
tor of UCF Fraternity and 
Sorority Life. Boston con-
siders the addition of 
Delta Epsilon Psi to the 
Diversified Greek Council 
a positive change to the 
Greek community. 
PHOTO COURTESY KRUNAL PATEL 
Delta Epsilon Psi presents their contribution to ,the executive director of the Juvenile Diabetes,Reseilrch Foundation's Central Florida chapter. The fraternity plans on expanding on its community involvement. 
"It giyes students more 
options, and we take pride 
in offering diversity that 
reflects the diversity we 
have here on campus,'' 
hope that l:>y adding the 
frrst South Asian fraternity 
they will provide an outlet 
for more students to par-
ticipate in a group that 
builds brotherhood 
through community and 
civic service. Rush week 
for Delta Epsilon Psi 
began September 8, and 
according to Krunal Patel, 
they hope to add several 
members to their growing 
organization. 
'This is our first semester on 
campus and we. are already 
planning many things this 
month for our philanthropy 





. Boston said 
The founding mem-
bers all feel passionately 
that there is a need for 
more organizations that 
include their culture, 
Krunal Patel said 
It is also a main priority 
of the fraternity to raise 
awareness to the rest of 
the student population 
about their heritage. 
"I have felt for a long 
time that South Asians 
didn't have the promi-
nence they deserved on 
campus," Akshar Patel, an 
accounting major and 
member of the founding 
class, said "PCF is a large 
growing school, and so is 
the South Asian popula-
tion here, but it feels like 
there is -nowhere to har-
ness this energy. We want 
to positively reach out to 
the community and UCF 
itself" 
The founding mem-
bers felt that there was 
something missing in the 
UCF Greek scene, but 
' 
The young fraternity 
has already raised more 
than $3,100 for the Juvenile 
Diabetes Research Foun-
dation, which is now the 
group's international phi-
lanthropy project, accord-
ing to Ryan Parag, a junior 
biology major. They raised 
this money by hosting var-
ious fundraising and sery-
ice events. , 
"'Ibis is our frrst semes-
ter on campus and we are 
already planning many 
things this month .for our 
philanthropy and to raise 
awareness:· Parag said 
These events include 
Founder's Week festivities 
on campus the week of 
Sept 21 - 26. This week of 
events will be kicked off 
with an afternoon of snow 
cones in front of the Stu-
dent Union on Monday, 
Sept 21 Delta Epsilon Psi 
is also the co-host of a 
nationwide community 
service initiative called Be 
the Change: National 
Gandhi Day of Service on 
October 3. 
· The members partici-
pate in Garba dancing, a 
traditional Indian celebra-
tory dance, and according 
to Parag, the group plans 
to use this skill for future 
fundraising endeavors. 
There are numerous mix-
ers and social in the plan-
ning stages and the broth-
ers look forward to 
strengthening the bonds 
within their group and 
with other organizations, 
Krunal Patel said. 
According to Akshar 
PateL the group is- unique 
in that they are not stop-
ping in their pursuit to 
raise awareness and better 
their organization. 
'We want to bring peo-
ple together;• Akshar Patel 
said. "There has always 
Funded tb ---------------~ 
e scholarship ... 
'Ihatp d ro uced th 
./' e teacher ... .. .. 
., .............. .. 
; .. .. , .. 
tc' 
Andcb 
. anged a life. 
TheUC Annual Fund 
DIATE IMPACT. LhS, ., G io..:: "'~ • 
407-882-2271 • www.annualfund.ucf.edu 
CLASSIFIEDS 




been an underlying need, 
·and we hope to fulfill that 
need" 
The association has 19 
members so far, but accord-
ing to Krunal PateL they are 
determined not to let small 
numbers hinder them from 
making a big difference on 
campus and throughout the 
community. 
"Now the real work 
begins to make Delta 
Epsilon Psi's frrst semester 
on campus a successful 
one;' Krunal Patel said. 
"We are constantly work-
ing to bring this fraternity 
to new heights on campus." 
"The Doctor Is Always In" 
Urgent Care Medical .Services 
Provided ·By Board Certified Physicians. 
No Appointment Necessary. 
11550 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817 
407-282-2044 
ttours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm 
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm 
Open Most Holidays 
UniversityWalkin.con:z 
Most Insurances Accepted 
(Located less than 1 mile from UCF, 
.on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.) 
HPV Fact:. 
It is estimated 
that 
a I 
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Bill allows more latitude in spending donation funds 
FROM Al 
college housing more 
affordable to students, Lusk 
said. 
The most obvious 
organizations to benefit 
from this act are sororities 
and fraternities because 
they also- provide student 
housing, according to sev-
eral SGA senators. 
However, other off-cam-
pus groups may benefit 
from this act passing if they 
also provide housing to stu-
dents, Lusk said. 
Greek organizations pro-
vide housing for a great . 
number of students, as it is 
a $3 billion segment of not-
for-profit· housing, Lusk 
said, but many others can 
benefit from the act as long 
as they provide housing. 
Certain organizations 
need funds, which this act 
will provide, for safety 
upgrades, he said. 
"Some sorority and fra-
ternity houses around the 
country are over 100 years 
old and really need to 
install automatic fire sprin-
kler systems," said Greg 
Mason, director of fraterni-
ty/sorority housing and 
development. "This can 
cost up to thousands of dol-
lars." 
Freshman Ashley Davi-
dovitch, a member of Zeta 
Tau Alpha sorority, which 
has a house on campus, 
believes this act could pos-
sibly lower dues and other 
expenses. 
"This act will change 
how certain organizations 
can spend their tax-
deductible dollars, allowing 
organizations more free-
dom," Lusk said. · 
"It will increase student 
involvement since in these 
economic times students 
are limited to what they can 
do," she said 
Lusk said he believes 
this act will encourage 
donors to donate more 
money to school organiza-
GEORGE OEHL/ CENTRAL FWRIDA FUTURE 
Kappa Sigma is one of only four on-campus fraternity houses. Fraternities, sororities and any organization that provides housing will benefit from the resolution. 
tions, as there will be fur-
ther incentives for tax 
deductions. 
• 
SGA Senator Jamie 
Kaplan, a political science 
major, agrees. 
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"School organizations 
will receive more fund-
ing," she said. "This will 
benefit students because 
it will alleviate stress 
from the students." 
Kaplan also believes 
the act could affect stu-
dent involvement in cam-
pus organizations. 
"It will encourage stu-
dents to get involved," 
she said. 
The resolution states 
that the CHIA Act will 
benefit nonprofit student 
organizations "if greater 
freedom and flexibility or 
use is granted for tax 
deductible charitable 
contributions." 
"This act grants better 
choices for students that 
want to go out of state or 
away for college," said 
Senator Luis Duco, a sen-
ior double majoring in 
finance and entrepre-
neurship management. 
"It will have a lot of sup-
port." 
According to Lusk, the 
tax exemptions the reso-
lution provides may be 
seen as counteractive 
because there will be 
"negative revenue for the 
federal government," b1Jt, 
in his opinion, this is the 
only downside to the act. 
Site called simple, 




cises, users may practice 
structured conversation 
exercises with a native 
speaker through live, per-
sonal chat via the Live-
mocha community. The 
more active a user is in 
completing activities, the 
more "mochapoints" they 
receive. Members can 
receive additional points 
from one another based 
on the quality of their 
contribution. Users can 
also submit writing and 
audio samples of an exer-
cise for a native speaker 
to edit or correct 
"There's no syllabus. 
You can learn the way 
you want," Hotzen said. 
Elizabeth Smith, who 
teaches French, agrees. 
"I've introduced it to 
my FRE ll20 students and 
look at it as a reinforce-
ment," Smith said. "It's 
short, sweet and to the 
point. It hits on all four 
skills: reading, writing, 
speaking and listening. 
It's not contextualized, 
which is ideal, but they 
try to cover that in the 
writing part." 
She also likes that 
Livemocha will throw in 
slang along with textbook 
grammar. 
"It's good for teaching 
beginning students," 
Smith said. "lf they hear 
something, they may not 
be sure of the spelling. 
Livemocha helps them 
see the words and lets 
them compare [slang to 
textbook]." 
Freshman Kendall 
Lightle, a modern lan-
guages· combination 
major, said she just start-
ed using Livemocha in 
her French class and 
plans to set up her own 
account soon. 
"I've really liked it," 
Lightle said. "It really 
helps me remember 
things and makes it easy 
and fun to actually learn 
the subject." 
Laura Ward, who 
graduated from UCF 
with a radio/ television 
degree in 2008, said she 
has been using Live-
mocha · for about a year 
and hasn't had many 
issues with the Web site. 
she said it might be 
hard to get into because 
you have to be very disci-
plined but emphasized . 
v 
'It's short, sweet 
and to the point. 




- ELIZABETH SMITH 
ASSOCIATE FRENCH PROFESSOR 
that it isn't impossible. 
"If it became some- 1 
thipg like your Facebook, 
you can really get into it 
by logging in every day to 
check your new mes- 1 
sages," Ward said. 
Horzen agreed but 
said she has faith that 
learning a language can 
be achieved on Live-
mocha. 
"I like that they 
emphasize it's a long-
term project, but it does-
n't really take very long," 
she said "If you have just 
10 to 15 minutes each day, 
you could do it" 
Ward found Live-
mocha after she graduat-
ed and wishes she would 
have known about it 
while she was in school 
Now that she has gradu-
ated, she uses the site to 
keep her Spanish skills 
fresh. 
"It's so easy to learn 
some things again with it 
from past classes," she 
said. "Now that I am grad-
uated, I can still pick 
some things up pretty 
quickly. You can reinforce 
the basics by learning 
your colors and objects 
again." 
She also likes that 
Livemocha forces you to 
type short essays, which 
real native speakers 
review and correct 
·~other thing that's 
pretty cool is that if you 
get good enough at speak-
ing, you can actually talk 
to people and practice 
over a live chat," Ward 
said "I haven't been brave 
enough to do it yet." 
1bat's one of the rea-
sons Smith likes Live-
mocha. 
"You have to stick 
your neck out in a lan-
guage class," she said. 
"You. still have to stick 
your neck out here, but 
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Speaker connects with students 
FROM Al 
United States], are the for-
tunate ones" should cause 
us to reach out to other 
nations and make a global 
connection with every-
thing we do. 
"We have education, 
we have safety, we have a 
roof over our heads and a 
good meal to eat this 
evening," she said. "We 
have opportunity, we have 
language skills, we have a 
voice, we can vote, we can 
speak up and speak out. 
Then the question is, 
'What do we do with that 
extraordinary gift?"' 
According to 
Sorensen, we can use our 
businesses and other 
endeavors to "do good 
and do well at the same 
time." 
Freshman Farah Allam, 
a cinema studies major, 
said this was her favorite 
part of the presentation. 
"I liked the broadness 
of the topic," she said. "I 
liked how she connected 
the enormous topic with 
specific fields." 
Junior political science 
major Marco Funlc, who is 
a member of the Model 
U.N. club at UCF, said he 
liked Sorensen's explana-
tion for what many have 
perceived as failures of 
theU.N. 
''What I really liked is 
how she said that the U.N. 
is nothing but the sum of 
·its members, because in 
effect, that's what it is," 
Funk said. "You cannot 
shove the fault of every-
thing on the U.N.'s shoul-
ders because it really is 
SAT GRE 
the members who make 
or break the U.N." 
Funk also said he 
agreed with Sorensen's 
view that, in some cases, 
the U.N.'s failures should 
be blamed on the United 
States. 
"I think that it is sad 
that the U.S. has, in my 
opinion,, disregarded the 
U.N.," he said. "Hopefully 
with the new president 
we will see a change." 
According to 
Sorensen, over the last 15 
years, one serious prob- . 
lem with the U.S.-U.N. 
relationship has been the 
constantly changing posi-
tion and ambivalence of 
the U.S. toward the organ-
ization. 
"One day it would sup-
port and praise the U.N., 
the next day it would give 
it the ba:ck of the hand 
without realizing that if 
you give the U.N. the back 
of the hand, you are in fact 
giving the world the back 
of the hand," Sorensen 
said. 
However, Sorensen 
said "there has been a dra-
matic turnabout in the 
U.S. relationship to • the 
United Nations" over the 
last few months. She said 
the Obama administra-
tion values multilateral 
diplomacy and will use 
this "to [its] maximum." 
She also said President 
Obama will spend several 
days at the U.N. 
headquarters next week. 
"I can tell you that peo-
ple are quietly happy to 
know that the United 
States is back," she said 
Julie Colombino, presi-
dent of the greater Orlan-
do chapter of the United 
Nations Association, said 
she used to get negative 
feedback from local resi-
dents about the U.S.'s 
absence from the U.N.'s 
Human Rights Council 
and American soldiers' 
involvement with torture. 
She said she hopes 
those issues are in the 
past now that the U.S. sits 
on the Human Rights 
Council and America, as a 
country, has made a com-
mitment to never violate 
the Geneva Conventions, 
whicll denounce torture, 
again. 
''I like what [Sorensen] 
said about 'what's good 
for others is good for us' 
because that's really true," 
Colombino said. "I'm def-
initely an anti-torture girl. 
I don't see how anybody 
could benefit from that." 
According to Colombi-
no, half of the 200 mem-
bers of the local chapter 
of the UNA are UCF and 
Rollins College students. 
Recently, those students · 
have been helping put 
together educational 
packets for refugee fami-
lies who aren't sure how 
to clean mildew growing 
in their homes. They 
don't know how to handle 
the situation because 
they've never had running 
water, Colombino said. 
She also said she had 
three students approach 
her after the presentation 
who were refugees. 
"There was one from 
Sierra Leone, one from 
Colombia and one from 
Cuba," she said. 
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In her speech, Sorensen 
encouraged students to get to 
know the "many foreign stu-
dents who have stories to 
tell." 
"Let us not be indifferent 
to those stories," she said. 
"Let us not take for granted 
the extraordinary gift, the 
e:x:traordinary privilege, that 
we enjoy living in this safe 
society full of opportuni-
ties." 
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Ross Templeton, a senior political science major, asks a question during a question 
and answer ~sion with Gillian Sorensen, a senior adviser fort'1e U.N. Foundation . 
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House nears OK on expansion of student aid 
DAVID LIGHTMAN 
. McClatchy Newspapers 
WASHINGTON - The 
House of Representatives is 
expected this week to . back 
overhauling _ and simplify-
ing _ how college students 
receive financial aid. 
The rules for awarding 
and repaying loans would 
remain unchanged, but the 
government would make all 
loans itself; ending the prac-
tice of subsidizing loans 
made by private lenders. 
The Obama administra-
tion, which has made 
revamping the student loan 
system a major domestic 
priority, has hailed the bill as 
historic: 
"This is a big, big deal," 
Education Secretary Arne 
Duncan said Tuesday at a 
news conference. He called 
the measure "the largest 
investment in higher educa-
tion since the GI Bill" first 
passed in 1944 to help World 
War II veterans. 
House Education and 
Labor Committee Chairman 
George Miller, D-Cali£, 
vowed that the legislation 
would help students at ''po 
cost to taxpayers:' 
That depends on how 
one interprets budget data, 
however. The nonpartisan 
Congressional Budget 
Office found that the loan 
program changes should 
save the government $86.8 
billion over the next 10 years. 
It also noted in its official 
July report on the bill, how-
ever, that it would include 
seending all but $7.8 billion 
of that on aid to students and 
higher education. In an 
update last week, the CBO 
said economic changes 
could boost spending overall 
by $105 billion, meaning that 
the bill could add to the 
deficit. 
''The truth is, no one real-
ly knows how much this 
.plan will cost," said Rep. 
John Kline, R-Minn., the sen-
ior Education and Labor 
Committee Republican. 
Responsible Federal Budget, 
a watchdog group. "Will it 
be the right amount to offset 
the new spending? The obvi-
ous answer is we don't 
know." 
Goldwein warned that 
the new system's fiscal out-
look would be "particularly 
uncertain" because it would 
depend on economy-related 
factors such as default rates, 




Changes in the loan pro-
gram will "save a big chunk 
of money;' said Marc Gold-
wein, the policy director for 
the Committee for a · 
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I Bill affords veterans educational opportunities 
F M A1 
eir service. 
All six panelists had 
c me to UCF for educa-
ti nal purposes at one 
p int or another after their 
s ·ce. 
"The GI Bill has meant 
erent things to differ-
e people at different 
t · es," Reddick said. "It 
d ends on age, the state 
o ar, and the economy:• 
Soldiers to Scholars 
re ruits U.S. military vet- . 
and furthers their 
e ation with the goal of 
b oming educators. Red-
di is currently the direc-
to · of Defense Transition 
Se · ces at UCF and has 
sp nt over 35 years as an 
a · · trator and educa-
to in education, both pub-
Ii and private. 
"Immediately after 
World War II when we 
were being discharged 
and coming home, many 
pebple were not aware 
th:k many jobs had been 
created," said Bill Wtlmot, 
a former machine gun.-
map, radio operator and 
t.i military commup.ications 
inst:t\ictor. ''Unfortunately, 
with the war ending, those 
jo~~L disappeared and 
yo~ people like myself 
who had not worked 
before they went into 
se*· e did not have jobs 
to co e home to." 
Tjlmot earned six 
degr~s throughout his 
life. He worked as a mail 
carrie~ at NASA for 18 
years pid then retired in 
1979. He currently pro-
vides onsulting services 
in corrmunication at the 
UCF Cocoa campus, as he 
has do e for the past 24 
years. 
Harty Scholer, a Viet-
nam veteran of the Navy 
and th U.S. Merchant 
Marine! also became 
"hungry, for education" 
and se9d the opportuni-
TERRI KELCKNER / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
A panel of six military members and veterans speak to a crowd at the UCF 
library about life in the military and adjusting to post-service civilian life. 
ty through the GI Bill. He 
retired as a 2nd mate navi-
gator in the Navy in 2000, 
only to join. the Coast 
Guard Auxiliary in 2001 as 
a 2nd radio operator; and 
finished his undergradu-
ate in 2003. with a bache-
lor's in history and general 
studies from Columbia 
College. He was a gradu-
ate student studying histo-
ry at UCF from 2003 to 
2005. 
James Middlekauf, a 
Vietnam veteran, spent 22 
years in the U.S. Navy 
before retiring as a Senior 
Chief Machinist Mate in 
1994. He was drafted his 
first time in the Navy and 
worked as a submariner. 
He also continued his edu-
cation by earning his bach-
elor's and master's at UCF. 
"I felt so lost when I got 
out of the military," Mid-
dlekauf said "The military 
is so structured." 
After his time in the 
service, Middlekauf drove 
semi-trucks 14-hours a 
day, seven days a week, for 
$435 a week. He now 
works as the associate uni-
versity registrar for Veter-
an Services at UCF. 
Troy Demps said his 
time spent in the Navy 
during World War Il were 
mostly "bad times, but we 
enjoyed it because we 
were in the best Navy in 
the world:' 
"The Navy was a piece 
of cake, the adventure 
came when I got out and 
had to find a job," Demps 
said 
In 1947, he was sta-
tioned at Jacksonville 
Naval Air Station, where 
he was a steward for 
Ensign Jesse Brown. 
Brown, the first black man 
to ever earn wings .as a 
· Navy pilot, stressed edu-
cation to him. 
Jason Curtis, an Army 
veteran who served in the 
3rd Infantry during Opera-
tion Iraqi Freedom has 
vivid memories of the 
"war-like" atmosphere 
this event created for our 
service personnel over-
seas. He retired in 2003 
with · hopes to just move 
on with his life as he lost 
someone very special to 
him during that time 
frame. 
"My fiancee at the time 
died in a horrific car acci-
dent," Curtis said. "When I 
got out in '03, I tried to get 
back to work. I just wanted 
to focus on moving on," he 
said through tears. 
But he found finding a 
veteran's job difficult since 
he didn't have 15 or more 
years of experience. 
Curtis decided to go to 
school to give himself 
more options. He was an 
BASED ON A TRUE STORY ... , 
UNFORTUN·ATELY 
IN THEATERS SEPTEMBER 25 
organizational interper-
sonal communication 
major at UCF, but is cur-
rently on hiatus. He plans 
on returning and then 
going immediately into his 
master's, with hopes to 
stick with communica-
tions. 
While at UCF, Curtis 
founded the Student Vet-
erans Association at UCF. 
He is also the newly 
appointed media relations 
director of the Student 
Veterans of America, 
which is trying to help vet-
erans entering our school 
systems. 
Sgt. Stephanie Marino, 
who is still active in the 
Florida Army National 
Guard, served as an air-
craft electrician in Kuwait 
for a year in 2004 and is 
now an UH-60 Blackhawk 
Crew Chief. 
''When I went in, I was 
young and single and 
thought it was just going 
to be fun," Marino said. 
"Then I settled down, got 
married and had my little 
girl" 
When her daughter 
had just turned one, she 
was called in to leave for a 
year. 
"It was probably the 
hardest thing I've done in 
my life," she said. 
When she came back 
from service, Marino said 
her daughter didn't recog-
nize her. 
"I felt like I pressed 
pause on my life and the 
world kept going on with-
out me," she said. 
In 2005, Marino was 
admitted into UCF as an 
undergraduate studying 
elementary education. 
"The GI Bill got me· 
through. I wouldn't have 
been able to go to school 
otherwise," Marino said 
During this time she 
was called in to support 
the recovery efforts of 
Hurricane Katrina as a 
mechanic on Blackhawks. 
She said she missed six 
weeks of class that semester. 
"But I still got a 3.9," she 
said, laughing. · 
Marino is currently the 
director of student advocacy 
for the UCF Student Veter-
ans Association and works 
full time as a VA Certifying 
Official at UCF assisting vet-
erans using their education 
benefits. 
Scholer said that veteran 
health care service.s are 
under funded for the 
amount of the nation's veter-
ans. 
"Gulf War vets, I can only 
hope that the government 
fulfills some of the promises 
that they've made to you 
when you listed," he said 
Locally the panel agreed 
that their experiences at the 
veterans clinic in Wmter 
Park could be better. 
Kerrigan, Estess, Rankin, 
McLeod &Thompson, LLP 
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Wade looks to settle lawsuit 
MIAMI - Miami Heat star Dwyane 
Wade is attending a mediation session 
that could settle lawsuits flied by 
former partners in off-the-court 
business ventures. 
Wade arrived Wednesday morning at 
a downtown Miami law office for the 
talks. The ex-partners contend that 
Wade cost them millions of dollars by 
walking away from a chain of sports 
memo@bilia restaurants and charter 
schools for kids at risk of dropping out. 
Wade contends he had every right to 
end his involvement in both ventures. 
On his Twitter account Wednesday, 
Wade wrote: "A day of handling 
business:' 
The Heat said in a court filing that 
Wade could risk injury if he's tied up 
with legal battles during the NBA 
season. Training camp opens Sept. 29. 
TENNIS , · .. 
Federer falls in U.S. Open 
NEW YORK - Always so cool, so 
consistent, so in control of his emotions 
and his matches, Roger Federer 
amazingly let the U.S. Open 
, · championship slip from his grasp. 
Two points from victory against 
inexperienced, unheralded Juan Martin 
del Potro of Argentina, two points from 
a sixth consecutive title at Flushing 
Meadows and a record-extending 16th 
G@nd Slam title overall, Federer, quite 
simply, fell apart Monday. 
He @iled at the chair umpire. His legs 
grew weary. His doubie-faults 
mounted. He could not figure out a way 
to stop the 6-foot-6 del Potro from 
pounding forehand after forehand past 
him. In a result as shocking for who lost 
as how it happened, the sixth-seeded 
del Potro came back to win his first 
Grand Slam title by upsetting the No. 1-
seeded Federer 3-6, 7-6 (5), 4-6, 7-6 
(4),6-2. 
"Maybe I look back and have some 
regrets about it;' said Federer, never 
before beaten by anyone other than 
Rafael Nadal in a major final. "But, you 
know, you can't have them all and can't 
always play your best:' 
He had won 40 consecutive matches 
at Flushing Meadows. He had won 33 
of his previous 34 G@nd Slam matches. 
And he has made the final at 17 of the 
past 18 Grand Slam tournaments, 21 
ove@II. 
Del Potro?This was the 20-year-old's 
first G@nd Slam final, and he was 0-6 
against Federer until now. But after 
handing Nadal the most lopsTded loss 
of his Grand Slam career in the 
semifinals Sunday, del Potro came back 
the next day and @ttled Federer. 
"I would like to congratulate Juan 
Martin on an unbelievable tournament. 
I had a great one myself, too;' Federer 
said, "but he was the best:' 
COLLEGE 
Florida's Fuller passes at 94 
GAINESVILLE - Dave Fuller, the 
winningest baseball coach in University 
of Florida history, has died. He was 94. 
Fuller died Tuesday at North Florida 
Regional Hospital in Gainesville .. 
Fuller guided the Florida baseball" 
program from 1948 to 1975, compiling 
a 557-354-6 record and winning three 
Southeastern Conference 
championships (1952, 1956, 1962). 
He also was a member of the football 
staff for 29years (1948-76), the longest 
run of any assistant coach in school 
history. Fuller served in many capacities 
as head freshman coach, varsity 
assistant, head scout and a key recruiter 
under head coaches Bob Woodruff, Ray 
Graves and Doug Dickey. 
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UCF vs. Buffalo 
Hodges, Maynard to battle 
RYAN BASS 
Sports Editor 
· With a new starting quarterback 
1
1 
• in Brett Hodges ~d a defense that is 
struggling to force turnovers, there 
are a lot of things that need to fall 
into place for UCF to nab a victory 
in Saturday's home game against 
Buffalo. 
UCF will win if ... 
It can force some turnovers on 
defense. Head coach George 
O'Leary referenced that the defen-
sive line will need to step up to be 
able to force teams to turn the ball 
over. UCF has recovered just one 
fumble this season. a muffed punt in 
the game against Southern Miss. 
"That's something that we have 
done a good job with in the past," 
O'Leary said in reference to forcing 
teams into mistakes. "Turnovers 
occur because of your front seven. 
usually. First of all, we have to start 
getting more guys around the ball, 
and, second, I think we have to start 
forcing them more." 
Buffalo (1-1) comes off a game 
against Pittsburgh last weekend 
where they turned the ball over four 
times, including two fumbles and a 
mishandled pitch, in a 54-27 loss. 
MEET BRETT HODGES 
CAREER DAY 
Hodges threw for a career-high 158 yards 
against Southern Miss last Saturday. He also 
threw two touchdown passes. 
HOME SWEET HOME 
A native ofOrlando, Hodges was a star at 
Winter Park High School. He is the sixth person 
from his family to enroll at UCF. 
FATHER KARL . 
· Karl Hodges, Brett's father, played baseball at 
UCF from 1979-82 under head coach Bill Moon. 
Under head coatjl Turner Gill, the 
Bulls are 0-5 when they turn the .ball 
over four or more times, so it will be 
key for UCF to put some pressure on 
sophomore quarterback Zach May-
nard. 
Buffalo will win if ... 
They get ahead early. The Bulls 
are explosive, having secured 500 · 
yards of total offense against the 
Panthers last weekend. They aver-
age 404.5 yards . of offense in two 
games this season against C-USA 
opponent UTEP and Pitt. 
PLEASE SEE SPECIAL ON A9 
PHELAN M. EBENHACK / ASSOCIATED PRESS 
UCF quarterback Brett Hodges will start his first 














The University ofB 
lo football team wa n't 
where it was suppos to 
be in 1958. 
• They were suppos 
be in Orlando playin in 
the Tangerine B wl. 
Instead, players and c ch-
es were back home, 1 to 
watch games ort their. · s 
during the college oot-
ball's "bowl season." 
Saturday, when 
Knights square off a · t 
the visiting Bulls, me bers 
of the '58 · squad be 
where they were sup osed 
to be all along, as U F will 
honor the team at · e. 
"It's really· the ' · -
tion of all the honor' we've 
had throughout t past 
year," said Joe ·verio, 
. quarterback of e '58 
team. 
After an 8-1 se 
1958 that included ttnT•~•T•~ 
the Lambert Cup, , trophy 
awarded to the st small 
school in the N rtheast, 
Buffalo was on th brink of 
going to its first I game. 
The Bulls were ffered a 
bid to play in the angerine 
Bowl, but with it a.me a set 
of conditions. 
The local sch ol district 
that oversaw th handling 
of the game di not allow 
integrated g es, and 
would not allo Buffalo's 
two black play s, running 
back Willie vans, and 
defensive end Mike Wtl-
son. to play. 
The Univer ty of Buffa-
lo decided to 1 ave it up to 
the players t determine 
whether they ould play in 
thegameorn 
"To tell yo the truth, at 
the time, if u were on 
scholarship, [ e universi-
ty] owned y "tackle Jack 
Dempsey s~d. · "It was a 
different ef11. We knew 
damn well we weren't 
going to have, a say in it, but 
it turned outwe did" 
Dempsey recalls the 
j Time to show some 
love for the ladies Heading to So. Carolina 
It may be that time of 
the year, but Knights foot-
ball isn't the only UCF 
team you should be paying 
attention to right now. 
After taking down No. 4 
Florida State at home last 
Thursday, the UCF 
women's soccer team is off 
to a furious start with a 5-1-
1 record, with the team's 
only loss coming to No. 1 
North Carolina, which was 
the second game of the sea-
son. All things considered, 
. it's fair to say the Knights 
get a pass for losing that 
game. 
After all, the Tar Heels 
are the defending champs, 
and they've won 20 nation-
.al titles since 1981. Just two . 
days after losing to UNC, 
the Knights bounced back 
to take down then-No.10 
Duke in Chapel Hill. 
Five days later, the 
Knights played to a 0-0 
draw against LSU, who was 
ranked entering the sea-
son 
If it's a winning UCF 
team you're looking for, 
they're right here. 
WILLIAM PERRY 
. Sports Editor 
The women's soccer 
team is 29-10-7 over the last 
two seasons and has made 
the NCAA tournament 
both times. Over the last ll 
seasons, under head coach 
Amanda Cromwell, the 
Knights are 141-63-14, good 
for a 65 percent winning 
percentage. 
The Knights are unde-
feated in their last five 
matches heading into 
tomorrow night's game 
against yet another ranked 
opponent, when they take 
on No. 12 South Carolina. 
The Gamecocks are unde-
feated on the season and 
have yet to allow a goal 
through six matches, while 
PLEASE SEE WOMEN'S ON A 10 
CARLOS PINEDA 
Staff Writer 
The UCF women's 
~occer leaped into Soccer 
America's latest poll, 
making their debut at No. 
17. ' ' 
The Knights made 
their first appearance in 
the top 25 this season. but 
are already ranked higher 
than they were at any 
point last season; when 
they were No. 18. With a 
5-1-1 record, they will head 
to Columbia, S.C. to face 
· No.12 South Carolina Fri-
day at 7:30 p.m. 
''I think we deserved to 
be ranked earlier, but it is 
good to finally get some 
recognition." said senior 
forward Courtney Whid-
den. 
The UCF defense will 
be tested by a Gamecocks 
offense that has scored 18 
goals in their first six 
games. The Knights have 
gone 400 minutes with-
out giving up a goal, a 
span that has included 
four full games. The 
streak dates back to their 
CAITU BUSH / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Senior forward Courtney Widden heads the ball i a game against USF 
Sunday. On the season, she leads the Knights in g Is with four. 
match on August 30th 
against then-No. 10 Duke 
when they gave up their 
last goal in the 85th 
minute of a 3-2 win. 
combined efforts 
from sophomore 
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Buffalo boycotts bowl bid 
FROM A8 
meeting vividly: 
The team gathered in 
the basement of Clark 
Gymnasium on campus. 
Co-captains Lou Reale 
and Nick Bottini gave the 
players ballots to vote on 
playing the game or not. 
A few moments ·went 
by, then tackle Bob Adams 
began to get up from his 
seat and utter, "maybe we 
should consider ... " but 
that's all he would get a 
chance to say as one of the 
other tackles standing 
near him quickly inter-
jected, telling him to 
"shut-up," as he pulled 
Adams down by the bapc 
of his pants. 
Dempsey got up in dis-
gust, threw his ballot on 
the floor, and left the 
room. That was the end of 
the meeting. 
Evans · and Wilson 
walked out together. Sev-
eral teammates followed 
and tapped them on the 
shoulder to show their 
support. 
"Most of us, before 
coming to the university, 
had very little contact 
with blacks, whether 
socially or as athletes," 
Dempsey said "So maybe 
we came there with no 
pre-prejudice. We weren't 
a bunch ofliberals. 
"It was just the right 
thing to do I guess, and 
the way we · were just 
brought up. You just don't 
leave anybody behind." 
Because the Bulls were 
a unit, that meant forsak-
ing their opportunity to 
play in the.game. 
In 1959, they had anoth-
er 8-1 season, but were not 
offered a bowl. It wasn't 
until 2008, on the 50th 
anniversary of the '58 
team's historic stance, that 
the Bulls would make 
their first bowl game 
since. 
Oliverio said the most 
gratifying· part of every-
thing is that the story is 
still being told 
For former coach Fred-
dy Dunlap, Saturday is 
also an opportunity to see 
some of his old players, 
some of whom he hasn't 
seen in 50 years. Dunlop, 
among other positions, 
coached the running 
backs and defensive backs 
before his final season in 
'58 with the Bulls. 
In those days, Buffalo 
had to contend with 
Northeast powerhouses 
like Syracuse and Penn 
State, who had their pick 
of the best players for 
their programs. But, most 
of Buffalo's players were 
from the local area, 
which went for a majority 
of teams across the nation 
because recruiting was 
nothing like it is today, 
Dunlap said 
"For Buffalo, it was 
special, because they had 
not l13:d that sort of pro-
gram before ... we were 
able to play a pretty good 
schedule and go on to 
have a good bit of success 
in1958.'' . 
In the 1950's there were 
only seven bowl games, 
which meant making one 
showed you were among 
the best of the best in the 
country. 
"We have no sour 
grapes," Oliverio said . 
'~d I'll tell you, Willie 
Evans sets the tone. It rolls 
right off his back. He has 
no sour grapes, and as a: 
team we have put it 
behind us.'' 
----------- -------~~ -
It was never about 
black and white with 
them. It was about stick-
ing together as a team and 
taking a stand for what 
was right. Evans said the 
situation didn't bother 
him then, and it hasn't 
bothered him since. · 
The bond they all 
shared many years ago 
sticks with them. Players 
from that team, along 
with other Buff~o players 
from throughout the• 
years, get together at a 
'local bar just a few blocks 
from the original campus 
near Main Street in Buffa-
lo. 
They wish each other 
well, laugh, talk, and share 
stories about how they've 
aged, and of course, about 
football. 
To this day, the remain-
ing members of the team 
don't talk about the. deci-
sion they had to make. 
They didn't think much of 
it then, and they don't 
think much of it now. It 
was just the right thing to 
do, Oliverio said, and it is 
something he has taken a 
lot of pride in. 
Evans said the guys 
often joke that Dempsey 
has a rolodex next to his 
phone, because he has 
become the groups 
"social chairinan." 
Evans attributes the 
bond the team has t0 
coach Offenhamer for 
developing the relation-
ship they all have togeth-
er. 
''Who would have 
thought when we were 19 
years old, that 50 years 
later, a choice oi dispute 
that we made would be 
celebrated nationally," 
Oliverio said. "It's just 
incredible." 
Special teams set records 
FROM A8 
''When you watch · 
them on film, I think 
they're an aggressive 
offense," O'Leary said. 
''They run a lot of differ-
ent stuft: yotJ.know, a lot of 
spread. They got some 
good skilled athletes, 
receiver wise, and their 
quarterback's been pro:. 
ductive. 
''We have got to go out 
and play on defense and · 
pretty much don't give up 
many big chunk plays in 
the game. I think that's 
how [Buffalo] has been 
scoring, chunk plays." 
UCF does not have the 
offensive firepower to 
exchange scores with the 
Bulls. The Knights · have 
averaged just 238 yards of 
offense through their first 
two games. 
. The last time they played ••• 
Buffalo came out with 
the 48-20 victory back on 
Oct 2, 2004 over UCF in a 
Mid-American Confer-
ence battle. It was the first 
time in six tries that Buffa-
lo came out with a victory 
in the all-time series. 
In that game, the Bulls 
torched the Knights on 
the ground, rushing for 
245 yards and five touch-
downs, the most for them 
since joining the MAC. 
Buffalo was 6-for-6 in red 
zone opportunities. 
Keep an eye out for •.• 
The Bulls' starting 
quarterback, Maynard He 
set six career highs 
against the Panthers, 
including passing for 400 
yards and tossing four 
touchdowns. The young 
quarterback also set a 
school record, edging 
Randall Secky for most 
passing yards in a game 
set back in 2002. Against 
Pitt, he completed passes 
of 24, 54 and 67 yards, all 
for touchdowns. 
As for the Knights, 
keep tabs on how Hodges 
handles his first career 
start in a UCF uniform. 
After last weekend's game 
against Southern Miss, 
O'Leary named Hodges 
the starter for the remain-
der of the season, saying 
he earned it on the field 
over sophomore Rob Cal-
. abrese. For Hodges, he 
said he will have the same 
mentality in the starting 
s10.oog 
Adult Hair Cut ~ C>. .3:5 
with this cour,on 
.sa.oo 
Kids Hair Cu~ 
role as he did backing up 
Calabrese. 
"The mindset that I 
have had in the preseason 
and in the first two weeks 
is not going to change, 
now that I'm starting;' he 
said "The only difference 
is, now that I'm with the 
one's a lot more, rm kind 
of getting my timing down 
with the receivers and my 
tinring down with Ian 
[Bustillo] with the snaps." 
Key stat 
UCF is ranked third 
nationally in kickoff 
return yards at 37.22 a 
game. UCF has already set 
a school record in 2009 
for three different players 
- Qµincy McDuj_lie, Darin 
Baldwin and Jamar New-
son - return a kick 70 
yards or more in a season. 1 
McDuffie is ranked ninth 
in the nation for kickoff 
returns, while Baldwin 
ranks 13th. 
Noteworthy 
Saturaay's game will 
mark the 150th game of 
O'Leary's head coaching 
career between coac];tlng 
at Georgia Tech and UCF. 
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UCF falls· to USF in front of record crowd 
ANDREW KENNEDY 
Staff Writer 
The UCF Volleyball team 
fought in every set they 
played against rival the Uni-
versity of South Florida, but 
every time they fought, they 
got the same result. 
In front of 1,603 fans, an 
all-time record for a UCF 
volleyball game at The 
Venue, the Knights fell in 
straight sets to the Bulls, los-
ing by a score of25-23 in each 
set. 
"It's only disappointing in 
the fact that we lost," head 
coach Todd Dagenais said "I 
thought we played offensive-
ly better than we played in 
VS. 
six matches. I think we found 
some rhythm tonight. 
"Offensively we were 
good enough to win, but 
blocking and defensively 
and then all the little plays, 
they were better than we 
were. And maybe that's got 
something to do with the 
fact that they've got as many 
upperclassmen as they have, 
and they've been a little bit 
more battle tested than we 
are. But still, you can only 
use experience as an excuse 
for so long before you just 
have to buck up and make it 
happen" 
UCF held a slight margin 
early in the first set, but USF 
began to take control once 
last year's Big East Player of 
the Year, Marcela Gurgel, 
started to get going. 
A kill by Gurgel gave the 
Bulls their biggest lead of the 
set at 17-14. · 
USF stayed on top 
through the later stages of 
the set with UCF tying the 
score once at 21-21, following 
a service ace by freshman 
Meredith Murphy and agajn 
at 22-22 with a kill from 
sophomore Sara Rex. 
The Knights came within 
one point at 24-23 after a kill 
by senior Erin Campbell, 
only to see the opening set 
favor the Bulls when Allie 
Boaz provided one of her 13 
kills in the match. 
-SATURDAY 7:30PM 
USF posted a stunning 
hitting percentage in the 
first set as they connected 
on 17 of their 25 attacks, 
with just three errors. 
'"They were in system a 
lot, which is something we 
try to avoid," Campbell 
said ''We want to put them 
out of system so that they 
only have so many options 
.to set. They were passing 
great, and they were just 
picking us apart a little bit." 
The Knights held their 
most formidable lead of 
the match midway 
through the second set. 
With the score tied at six, 
UCF went on a 7-1 run 
sparked by sophomore 
Kristin Fisher, who had 
two kills and an ace during 
the stretch. 
USF would then go on a 
run of their own, scoring 
seven straight points and 
crushing any momentum 
the Knights may have got-
ten 
Once again, the teams 
would trade punches 
down the home stretch of 
the set with the last tie 
coming at 21-21 when sen-
ior Andee Youngblood set 
up junior Lauren Williams 
for a kill 
Gurgel let the Knights 
back in the set for a 
moment after an attack 
error on her part making 
the score 24-23, but she 
made up for her ntlstake 
on the very riext point 
with one of her team-high 
16 kills to take the set. 
The third set told 
almost the same story that 
the first two did. The 
Knights had two decent 
leads at 13-10 and 20-17. 
A 6-1 run by the Bulls 
gave them a 23-21 edge and 
put them in position to win 
the match in straight sets. 
Campbell and Fisher 
led the Knights in kills 
with 16 and 12, respectively. 
Murphy upped her 
streak of matches with at 
least 10 digs to eight as she 
recorded 14 in the match. 
Freshman Evija Vilde 
was the most efficient out-
side hitter for the Knights 
registering 10 kills and a 
.400 hitting percentage. 
UCF will play USF 
again on Nov. 25 in Tampa. 
"I think it's definitely 
building as a rivalry, espe-
cially after tonight," Rex 
said. "We're definitely 
looking forward to playing 
them again later on this 
season" 
Dagenais said the team 
is right where he wants 
them to be headed into 
conference play, despite a 
few minor setbacks due to 
injury. 
Campbell also agreed 
that the team looks ready 
for their conference oppo-
nents, but that there are 
some things that still need 
work. 
''We have some kinks 
we need to work out, 
defensively mostly," 
Campbell said '"There are 
a lot of ball handling things 
· that we need to control 
too, but luckily f<;>r us, 
that's something that we 
can change. Offensively 
we're doing very well, and 
we attacked very well 
[today].". 
The Knights will open . 
up conference play in their 
next home match on Sept. 
18 against Southern Miss. 
------------
Defense key for Knights 
• FROM A8 
senior Lynzee Lee during 
the scoreless span has 
earned each keeper the 
honor of Conference USA 
Defensive Player of the 
Week in consecutive 
weeks. The Knights are 
riding a three-game win 
streak that stems from 
their 5-0 win over FlU on 
September 6th in the 
midst of a five-game 
unbeaten streak. 
"With two different 
keepers, on two different 
weekends is huge," said 
UCF head coach Amanda 
Cromwell. "Both Aline 
and Lynzee got shut outs 
and were defensive players 
of the week. That tells you 
a lot about our goalkeep-
ers." 
Cromwell said the 
backline has been playing 
great and was a huge factor 
in the win against Florida 
Please visit us in the ROTC Building behind the gymnasium so we may answer your questions. 
IRON KNIGHT COMPETITION REGISTRATION BEGINS IN OCTOBER. CALL 407-823-:5383 f'OR DETAILS. 
• 
.. 
State. They didn't give 
the forwards any room to . 
cr.eate opportunities in 
the game. 
South Carolina stands 
at 6-0-0 this season, but 
what is more impressive 
is that they have yet to' 
concede a goal, shutting 
out all of their opponents 
18-0. 
"We're thrilled with 
our opening results," said 
USC head coach Shelley 
Smith , 
, Smith said Friday 
night will be a great 
match up and for both 
teams to be ranked, just 
adds to it. 
On the offensive front 
since their scoreless draw 
against LSU, the Knights 
have been able to score a 
goal in each of their ·past 
three outings. Senior for-
ward Courtney Whidden 
leads the team with four 
goals, including the 
game-clinching goal last 
Thursday against then-
No. 4 Florida State. She 
was selected as this 
week's C-USA Offensive 
Player of the Week. 
"I'm a forward, that's 
my job," Whidden said. 
·~ a forward, you need to 
go out there and score 
goals." . 
Cromwell . said the 
defense's performance 
has allowed the offense to 
score the game-winning 
goal in the team's past 
two games. 
"To know that we can 
win a game and only have 
to score one goal is a nice 
feeling," Cromwell said. 
"We can get more shut 
outs, and the defense has 
now gone to a whole 
another standard" 
The game against 
South Carolina brings to . 
an end the Knights' non-
conference slate, one that 
included two wins 
against top 10 opponents 
and four wins against 
schools from the state of 
Florida. Their only loss 
this season came from a 
4-0 game at No. l North 
Carolina. 
"I've watched their 
progression; and Aman-
da's done a tremendous 
job with that program," 
Smith said. "Every year, 
they're competitive." 
Women's soccer 
is tops at UCF_ 
FROM A8 
tallying 18 of their own 
It sets up for another 
grueling test. Eithek' UCF 
leaves Columbia, S.C. 
with another notch in 
their belt, legitimizing 
their claim, or South Car-
olina walks away with yet 
another impressive victo-
ry in a spectacular start to 
their season 
Imagine though for a 
second, if the UCF foot-
ball team was the one to 
knock-off a top-5 team at 
home. The campus would 
be buzzing. Everyone 
would be talking about it 
and while some people do 
know about the women's 
soccer team, they proba-
bly aren't getting the 
respect they deserve. 
So why not women's 
soccer? 
Yeah, women's sports 
get a bad rap often for not 
being as exciting, 
competitive or because 
it's said that there isn't as 
much skill as in men's 
sports. But what's not to 
love about thrilling finish-
es? 
The Knights scored 
with five minutes left in 
double overtime in a 
scoreless game to take 
down an undefeated and 
ranked Seminoles team. 
I was at that game. 
I saw freshman Bianca 
Joswiak (No. 29 for those 
. of you who don't know) 
body FSU players ou~ of 
her way and play with as 
muc_h intensity as any 
UCF player I've had a 
chance to watch. 
I saw Becca Thomas 
bend a perfect cross· into 
the middle of the box 
where Courtney Whid-
den headed it in for the 
game winner. 
I saw goalie Aline Reis 
niake clutch save, after 
clutc]:i save, to keep her 
team in the game, after 
she missed the last two 
ganies due to injury. 
Sunday, in a scoreless 
affair against South Flori- · 
da, UCF staged yet anoth-
er dramatic finish as 
freshman Nicolette 
Radovcic notched the 
game-winner and her first 
career goal with 79 sec- . 
onds remaining in the 
game. 
The UCF women's 
soccer team is a proven 
winner, and they play and 
beat quality opponents. 
If you're a sports fan, 
you can't help but pull for 
this team. 
So, the next time the 
lady Knights have a Fri-
day, Sunday home-stand 
and you find yourself 
wantingsomethingtod~ 
get out of your chairs, stop 
watching re-runs of One 
Thee Hill and Scrubs, and 
mosey you're way on 
down to the UCF Soccer 
Complex on campus. 
The team is sure to put 
on an ixtipressive showing 
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Score, a tailgate touchdown 
Survive gameday, 
, celebrate nightlife 





A long Saturday of tailgating and 
cheering on the Knights is bound to leave a 
fan hungry. 
This week, when UCF students and 
alumni spend Saturday night watching the 
Knights take on the University of Buffalo 
Bulls at Bright House Networks Stadiwn, 
there will be no need to fill up on stadiwn 
food A lot of bars and grills near campus 
are offering food and drink specials for the 
post-game. 
Tailgaters Smokehouse and Spirits, 
Central Florida Boulevard East Plaza: 
True to its name, Tailgaters offers food 
and drink specials all day on gamedays. 
The eatery offers freshly cooked barbeque 
chicken, pulled pork, brats, hamburgers 
and hot dogs, as well as $6 shots of 1800-
tequila and $6 loaded Coronas, which is a 
Corona with an added shot of tequila. 
Wackadoo's Grub and Brew, 
Student Union: 
1bis UCF staple is owned and operated 
by alumni and students. According to co-
PLEASE SEE DRINKS ON A12 
Rain or shine, it's as if nothing can 
intercept a day of tailgating for a passion-
ate football fan. A true tailgater never 
leaves the house without a cooler of 
drinks, a football, Frisbee, and, most 
importantly, their game face. Students, 
alumni and other devoted supporters reg-
ularly huddle up at Memory Mall before 
kickoff, prepared for hours of grilling, 
gaming and giveaways. 
Not unique to UCF is the traditional 
tailgating cuisine of hot dogs, brats and 
burgers. All over the country, tailgaters 
unload their portable grills. A .tip to pre-
vent meats from spoiling before they hit 
the grill is to freeze them the night before 
the big day. 
Hot/cold bags will also keep the meat 
fresh while it is transported to the tailgat-
ing site. If unfrozen meat is bought the day 
of the tailgate, it should be cooked imme-
diately or put in .a cooler with any other 
perishable items. (Publix sells six frozen 
burgers for $8.79) 
Lugging around a cooler full of food, 
drinks and ice can be a bit of a hassle, until 
now. Some tailgaters have recently fallen 
in love with Cruzin Cooler ($299.99-
$799.00 at www.cruzincooler.com), which 





to 13 miles per hour. The cooler lid dou-
bles as the driver's seat and can be electric 
or gas-powered. 
Amid the food, games and overall mad-
ness, tailgaters should not forget to respect 
the campus and help keep it as clean as 
possible. Representatives of the UCF 
Arboretum do their part with their Adopt-
A-Game program in which they provide 
all the trash cans and recycle bins at 
Memory Mall on gameday. To further 
their environmental effort, their group 
tent will be set up with informational 
brochures and free energy-efficient light 
bulbs for tailgaters. 
Unfortunately, tailgating in Orlando 
takes place when the sun's rays are the 
most intense. Many tailgaters find relief 
from the sun underneath the shade of out-
door tents, which must be 10 feet by 10 feet 
($149 at Sports Authority), as per tailgating 
rules. 
Protective sunscreen should be worn 
at all times during tailgating, and it is 
PLEASE 'SEE TAILGATING ON A12 
New, stricter tailgating rules didn't stop more than a thousand fans from filling 
up campus before the Samford game on September 5. The Memory Mall serves 
as the epicenter for tailgating, with secondary locations dotting the campus. 
- -- --.- --,-- ..----- .,.. -~-
A taste of Wrigley Field ... without the heartbreak 
HEATHER DANESH6AR 
Contributing Writer 
Friendly Confines, nicknamed 
after the Chicago Cubs' Wrigley 
Field an8. popular for its drink spe-
cials and convenient location in 
Waterford Lakes, also serves a large 
Chicago sports fan base. 
''We get a large intake of Cubs and 
Bears fans especially," said general· 
manager Robyn Tangora. "I'm not 
familiar with Chicago sports myself, 
but I know the songs from the hard-
core fans that come in, like 'Go Cubs, 
Go' and 'Bear Down, Chicago Bears.'" 
Friendly Confines boasts a proud 
affinity with Cubs baseball, with ' 
walls adorned with Chicago Cubs' 
memorabilia and themed menu 
items like Cubbie Claws and the Chi-
Beef sandwich. 
Open from 11 a.m. to 2 am. daily, 
Fri~ndly Confines serves drink spe-
cials throughout the week to attract 
the UCF crowd. Wednesday's 
Nickel Beer is most popular, 
according to Tangora, where $10 
buys a refillable green mug, and 
dom€Stic draft beer is sold for a 
nickel plus tip. 
The bar broadcasts baseball 
and football games, as well as 
Buzztime llivia on request. 
Ladies Night, from 9 p.m. to 
2 a.m. on Thursdays, also ' 
draws a crowd with drafts and 
well drinks for · a dollar each. 
Finally, Sunday nights include 
live music from local bands 
and 2-for-$7 shots. Happy 
Hour is'Monday through Fri-
day fu>m 4 p.m. to 7 p.m., serving 
$I drinks. 
PLEASE SEE BAR ON A 13 
KIM SHnP L FLORIDA FUTURE 







Survived the first month of a 
relationship? Stayed strong 
through the firstfight?The 
most difficult task still awaits 
you: meeting the parents. Emre 
gives some pointers on how to 
make it out alive from the 
encounter. 
Fowler than the Rest 
by Austin Fowler 
Sure, Tebow and Anna Paquin 
gave him fits, but that's nothing 
compared to Austin's latest 
point of contention: women. All . 
of them. Well, mostly just three 
specific women. Read what 
grinds Austin's gears this week. 
Liner Notes 
by Ashley Camifax 
Ashley's blog reviews anything 
happening in the music world, 
from indie rock bands and their 
quirky tracks to Kanye West and 
his annoying acts. Read her 
latest review of Pete Yorn and 
Scarlett Johansson's new 
album, The Break Up. 
Sept.17, 2009 • (entnl :Jloclba 1uture 
• 
Motivation needed because the couch is calling 
This is a fitness column, 
tight? And I am here to sup-
port and encourage you to 
run and get fit by following 
my own progress while 
training for a half 
marathon, right? 
Well, the hardest thing 
during the past couple of 
weeks of training is moti-
vating myself: As I drive to 
school, seven miles from 
my apartment, at 8 a.m., I 
see the real runners already 
pounding the pavement, 
separating themselves 
from the rest of the pack. 
I sneer because I belong 
to the rest of the pack. I 
want to be them, running 
freely in the cool morning, 
hearing only the rush of 
JESSICA SUNDAY 
Columnist 
wind past their ears. 
It must be nice. 
Lately, however, I only 
find time to run at night in 
the eerie dark, hoping a 
rabid raccoon doesn't jump 
out of the dumpster. So 
how do I motivate myself to 
put on my shoes and go out 
there when I just spent the 
whole day walking from 
Classroom 1 to Engineering 
to HPA and back, plus 
spending three and a half 
hours finding parking? 
Well, I think of you, my 
readers. You are my moti-
vation. OK, the $100-plus 
dollars I'm spending on the 
half marathon fee is a good 
motivator, too. It's always 
worth it though. No matter 
the time of day or the heat 
or cold. I've gone in the rain 
(because I read in Runners 
World magazine that true 
runners run no matter the 
elements). I've gone at 5 
a.m. in February. I went at 9 
p.m. last week with my 
roommate running around 
a golf course over wooden 
bridges and up Florida-
sized hills. 
Even though I hated it 
during the first mile and a 
half; that rush of energy and 
feeling that I can run forev-
er hits. About a mile later, I 
am dying again. But once 
home, pride and self-con-
gratulations await me. 
The best thing aqout 
running?Rightafteripush 
my body to its limits on the 
pavement I get hit with the 
ice-cold air conditioning 
and a bath that never felt so 
good. I am lucky that my 
roommate runs with me; 
that in itself is a motivator. I 
can't sit on the couch while 
she goes for a run. I wish I 
could sometimes. My little 
brother won't run with me 
because one of his strides 
equals three of mine and he 
laps me. 
But crawling pace or 
not, letting someone else 
know your goal is a huge 
motivator. It's amazing how 
being able to tell them that 
you actually made your 
goal of three miles that day 
will get you up and running 
to meet your next goal. 
So, I do it because of 
you. 
If you would let me 
though ... I might just go 
back to my couch right 
now. But don't worry, in the 
next couple of weeks I'll 
hopefully be telling you 
that I'in up to five_ miles, 
going strong. 
Tailgating offers cheap diversion, free stuff 
FROM All 
important to stay hydrated. 
On a rainy day, leave umbrel-
las at home-they can't be 
taken inside Bright House 
Networks Stadium. 
Although the weather can 
be unpredictable, there is 
one thing that is for certain 
on game day~free stuff. 
The Student Government 
Association plans to pump 
up the crowd by supplying 
free T-shirts at all home 
games. SGA also provides 
some fun in the sun by 
keeping tailgaters cool 
with free drinks and water 
misters and setting up a 
volleyball net on the Mall 
Some other cheap, 
popular favorites include 
the games Ladder Golf 
and Cornhole. A few PVC 
pipes and a couple of golf 
balls will make a decent 
Ladder Golf setup, and 
four pieces of plywood 
make up a Cornhole 
board, or the setups can be 
bought prefabricated for 
$39.99 and $59.99, respec-
tively, at Sports Authority. 
Members of 
e-ollegestack.com, a stu-
dent-run Web site created 
by engineering major 
Matthew Ockwell, filmed 
"how-to tailgate" videos 
before the Samford game 
by conducting quirky 
interviews with the UCF 
faithful. Be sure to check it 
out for more tailgate tips. 
"We were out at the 
tailgate to get the word out 
about our site and also to 
interview students on 
h~w they felt about the 
new tailgating rules," said 
Ockwell 















Bargain drinks after the game 
FROM All 
owner Dean Monaco, the 
restaurant runs the same 
specials every week. Grab a 
Fat Ass Burger with cheese 
and a side of crinkle-cut 
fries for $3.99. Not a burger 
fan? Sink your teeth into an 
award-winning barbeque 
pork sandwich, also only 
$3.99. The meat is smoked 
fresh on the premises and 
is new to the menu this fall 
Scoop Orlando, 
East Colonial Drive and 
Alafaya Trail: 
This week; the bar 
and grill will offer 10 
wings, fries and a pitcher 
for $10. They will also 
offer $2 drinks and $2 
Ketel One vodka all 
night. If you get there 
before 11 p.m., cover is 
only $1. 
TD's Sports Bar and Grill, 
University Boulevard: 
The sports bar will 
offer $1 pitchers of liquor 
and Bud Light, plus free 
drinks all night. Girls get 
in free before 10:30 - no 
surprise there. If you're 
hungry, stop by. the 
newly opened Golden 
Knights Pizza, located on 
the first floor of TD's. 
Buffalo Wild Wings, 
Towers of Waterford Lakes: 
This grill and bar will 
be offering an array of 
drink specials after the 
game. Try a $6 pitcher of 
Bud, Bud Light or Bud 
Light Select, or grab a 
Heineken Light for $3. 
According to general 
manager Alex Edwards, 
the best deal offered is 
the $25 party keg of a 
Budweiser product. The 
200-ounce keg serves 
four or more people. 
Check us out at:www.sga.ucf.edu 
Student Union, Rm 214 (2nd Door) 
407.283.3291 
Tailgaiting Rule # 1: 
No Ai(ofloi AFTER Kl(K-ofF. 
Tailgaiting Rule #2: 
No PETI oN (AMPvs·. 
Tailgaiting Rqle #3: 
Kl(K~ofF AT 5:5, PM oR EAfU.IER 
TAIL4AliNt, ITARTI AT 3:oo AM 
PETERSO,N Tailgaiting Rule #4: , Kl(K-ofF AT 6:oo. PM oR ~ATER .-=!\~~- TAIL4A11N4 ITARTI AT 12:oo PM· 
~ 
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Courtesy Columbia Pictures 
CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF 
MEATBALts (NA) 
The timeless tale has been adapted 
from Ron and Judi Barrett's book, 
which illustrates a world where giant 
pancakes and pasta fall from the sky 
as a scientist tries to solve world 
hunger. However, things go terribly 
wrong when excess amounts of food 
overload cities and towns. 
Directed by: Chris Miller 
Starring: Bill Hader, Anna Faris, James 
Caan, Andy Samberg, Bruce Campbell, 
Tracy Morgan 
11:40am 2:00 4:20 7:00 9:20 12:0Sam 
Cloudywith aChance of Meatballs 
(PG) 12:10 2:30 4:50 7:30 9:50 
Cloudy with a Qlanceof Meatballs 3-0 
(PG) Digital 3D Showtimes 
12:401:10 3:00 3:30 5:30 6:308:0010:.10 
12:40am 
The Informant! 
(R) 12.:05 2:40 5:107:4010:2512:55am 
Jennifer's Body 
(R) 11:55am 12:25 2:20 2:55 4:35 5:35 7:15 
8:159:5510:5512:35am 
Love Happens 
(PG-13) 11 :50am 2:25 5:05 7:50 10:30 
Sorority Row 
(R) 12:30 3:10 5:408:1010:35 
Tyler Penys I Can Do Bad All By Myself 




(R) 2:50 5:157:4510:1012:50am 
Open Captioned Showtimes 
12:20 
(PG-13) 12:00 2:10 5:007:2510:0012:25am 
An About Steve 




(R) 12:15 2:45 5:208:2011:00 
The Final Destination 3D 
(R) Digital 3D Showtimes 
10:0512:45am 
The Final Destination 




(RJ 12:45 4:25 7:3510:40 
Shorts 
(PG) 1:55 4:45 7:05 9:3511:50 
District9 
(R) 1:05 4:557:5510:50 
The rmie Traveler's Wife 
(PG-13) 12:55 6:50 
G.I.Joe:lhe Rise of Cobra 
(PG-13) 3:05 6:5512:20am 
The Ugly Truth 
(R) 12:509-35 
- Listings for Friday, September 17 
-
A True Life to relate to: rm addicted to Face book 
OK, I will admit it. 
My name is Jen, and I 
am a Facebook addict. 
It has become my 
means of procrastina-
tion, my sole source of 
entertainment pulling 
me through boring class 
lectures, and has acted 
as a cure fot" my bore-
. dom at any time of the 
day. 
I am embarrassed to 
admit that I update my 
Facebook status more 
than I use the bathroom 
in a day and am shame-
ful that I find pleasure in 
publicizing my li.fe via 
News Feed to my 1,500 
Facebook friends, which 
I probably should admit 
is more friends than I 
have in real life. 
And, it makes me 
somewhat humiliated to 
know that if I ever forget 
what I look like or peo-
ple have not seen me 
since kindergarten, they 
now have over 4,000 
pictures of me on 




But, I must, however 
painfully, disclose that 
while Facebook is the 
ultimate stalking device 
these days and a way to 
make life a little more 
self-fulfilling, it often 
serves as a diversion 
from reality and a way to 
raise blood pressure. 
Last week, while in 
the middle of a mental 
breakdown due to an 
overload of things I had 
to do, I found myself 
lurking around the 
world of Facebook 
ratQ.er than reading 
notes for a test: I came 
across a newfound rela-
tionship that was posted 
between a boy I liked 
and his new girl. 
KIM SHELPMAN/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
It's all sports all the time at Friendly Confines. Bar televisions offer both sports 
and trivia, and the restaurant has plenty of bar sports available, as well. 
r 
Bar patrons carry 
I 
on into off~season 
FROM All 
Waterford Lakes has 
also started hosting UCF 
Friday Knights, close to 
Friendly Confines. Live 
bands play on The Patio 
from 6 p.m. until 10 p.m, 
and vendors set up to sell 
UCFgear. 
''We usually get a big 
crowd when the teams 




Although the Cubs' 
season is yet again end-
ing before October 
begins, and Bears fans are 
already mourning the Jay 
Cutler signing, Friendly 
Confines continues to 
sing with Chi-Town well 
into the off-season. 
Friendly Confines is 
located in Waterford 
Lakes ,, Town Center 
across from the movie 
theater. 
Frustrated and angry 
about my discovery I shut 
off my computer and 
decided enough was 
enough. 
To all the Facebook 
addicts out there, the first 
step is admitting you have 
a problem. 
But the second step is to 
be proactive. 
In order to kick my 
addiction, I deleted the 
Facebook application off 
my phone and every time I 
go to type in the devilish 
web site while studying or 
writing a paper, I slap my 
left hand and mouth out 
loud~ · 
Jen, focus on reality. 
I have partially regained 
at least three hours of free 
time in my day as well as 
cleared my mind from use-
less drama while studying. 
I now have more time to 
spend with my comfort-
able feather pillow and 
learn gossip,the old fashion 
way - via telephone. 
For some, Facebook 
may seem like it is making 
your life seem more worth-
while and if being a 
Facebook · addict is good 
for anything, it certainly 
makes you realize what is 
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Don't be swayed 
by pizza, T-s 
T he SGA Senate elec-tions are worth the 
time it talces to talce 
them seriously. Tents, T-
shirts, pizza and avoided eye 
contact with campaigners 
shouldn't be the defining 
characteristics of the process 
to anyone who considers 
what's actually at stalce. 
What should be talcen 
into account is that elections 
are as legitimate as we talce 
them. If a vote can be won 
with pizza and a T-shirt, 
then that's what the elec-
tions will be about. If stu-
dents show an interest in 
seeing candidates with a 
message, plan and platform, 
then that could change the 
nature of the elections. Stu-
dents have the ability to 
determine how their SGA 
elections look. 
Which is why students 
should not let their decision 
be determined by who 
passed out the coolest stuff 
or had the best pizza. Stu-
dents should know where 
they stand on key issues and 
what they hope to gain from 
UCF. Then, research all of 
the candidates and their 
stances. Lastly, talce the time 
to vote for the people who 
will help malce their ideas 
reality. 
The most notable aspect 
'of SGA as a governing body 
is the responsibility it has in 
spending the money from 
the Activity and Service Fee. 
Every student should have a 
vested interest in this sum of 
money, because every stu-
dent pays this fee, which 
brings in about $14 million 
each year. After setting 
aside mont;y for things like 
the Recreation and Wellness 
Center and the Student 
U~on, SGA is in control of 
about $634,000. That's more 
than enough money to affect 
the collective college experi-
ence of the student body. 
While every student has a 
clear and quantitative reason 
why they should have any 
interest in the SGA elec-
tions, the prevailing deter-
rent from putting any 
thought into the process · 
seems to be a question of the 
legitimacy of the elections as 
a political and ideological 
competition. 
This goes especially for 
students with years left at 
the university. As a pubJica-
tion keeping a close eye on 
the election, we'd most like 
to see this record-breaking 
batch of freshmen-
supposedly the smartest 
yet-act accordingly and 
malce decisions that trend 
SGA in the right direction. 
If there ever were a time 
to hoist up SGA as a strong 
·representative for the stu-
dents, now is absolutely the 
time. If students want to 
ensure they have a voice and 
representation to be reck-
oned with, SGA is the 
avenue for this, if the stu-
dents give it due dilig~nce. 
To· candidates:· 
Run a clean race 
0 ne historical part of college that links 
social activities and 
politics is the Student Gov-
ernment Association. 
Because of the huge impact 
on both the social and gov-
ernmental aspects ofUCF, 
we hope that all of our SGA 
senate contenders made sure 
to attend the meeting 
explaining the guidelines for 
elections-week. 
It is important for hopeful 
SGA senators to grasp the 
necessity of a legitimate 
election process. It should be 
their goal as potential politi-
cians to run a clean cam-
paign. The energy spent 
thinking of a catchy freebie 
could be used developing 
their platform. 
Creating a civil campaign 
will show UCF students that 
senators are trustworthy 
decisions malcers, which is 
crucial since the SGA Senate 
~ responsible for allocating 
approximately $634,000 in 
funds. A portion will be dis-
pensed to sh!dents and ' 
organizations for conference 
registrations, travel expendi-
tures, office supplies and 
several events around cam-
pus. With this money they 
help students fund the many 
experiences that shape lives 
outside of the classroom. 
This large budget malces 
electing the best student rep-
resentatives that much more 
important. It only furthers 
the need for fair elections. 
Last year much contro-
versy emerged over what 
some thought were unjust 
voting operations. Potential 
senators set up tents with 
laptops for students to log in 
to their myUCF account to 
vote. Once logged in, the 
group's logo was on an 
online banner above the vot-
ing segment. 
Opposing parties felt this 
induced votes for this group 
disproportionately. Simply, 
students voted for this group 
because the logo was right in 
their face. The problem with 
this argument is that these 
students also had laptops for 
voting, free food and / or 
gifts all under one tent that 
was plastered with their 
group's logo. 
The senators with the 
digital banner logos argued 
that those students were 
pushing their party just as 
hard but through a different 
medium. Contenders should 
malce it their responsibility 
to act in ways that do not 
raise suspicion. 
If candidates focused on 
running an equal campaign 
they would both be left 
blameless and could focus 
on the real purpose of col-
lege politics - helping the 
52,000 students at UCF. 
Taking a closer look 
at UCF's fee spree 
Money. As in, school 
costs a frigging lot of it. 
From the moment you 
enrolled at UCF, you've 
, been bleeding money. If 
you have no idea what 
I'm talking about, stop 
reading now, cut out this 
article and mail it to 
your parents. For those 
of you familiar with the 
crushing anxiety of col-
lege-level financial 
woes, read on. 
SEAN WALSH 
sensibility on the 
university's behalf, this is 
the biggest number on 
the list at a whopping 
$88.59. Yay! At least that 
malces sense. We all go 
to school to accrue 
knowledge, so it malces 
sense that the knowledge 
costs the most money. 
Well, the logic ends 
there, I'm afraid Guest Columnist 
As I was saying, between the 
endless books, supplies, meals, 
mandatory trips to Target and 
IKEA to furnish your stylish living 
quarters, beer-pong tables and 
iPhone apps, ·the bill for college 
adds up pretty quickly. But the real 
chunk of change you've got to 
cough up is for your tuition. 
Like any other good procrasti-
nator, I waited until about 10 p.m. 
on the night tuition was due to pay, 
and I dare say the only motivation 
I had to do so is the outrageous 
$100 late fee imposed by the 
university. 
So, tha:t Thursday night, I sat 
down in front of my laptop and 
accessed my fee invoice, where a 
great, hulking behemoth of a num· 
ber awaited me. 
"Pay me," the invoice seemed to 
bellow at me, licking its gleaming 
chops and flicking its bifurcated 
tail. 
"How?" I asked, trembling with 
apprehension. 
"Pay me with your life," rum-
bled my fee invoice, in a guttural, 
demonic baritone. I shut my laptop 
and ran from the room. Why was 
my tuition so high? What exactly 
was I paying for? Some slight (very 
slight) investigation revealed so:gie 
answers that didn't malce me feel 
any better. Since misery loves com-
pany, I've decided to share them 
with you. 
The -cost for your tuition at the 
UCF is best analyzed when broken 
down into a credit hours, the fee 
for which is $150.85 if you are an 
undergraduate Florida resident, or 
$666.83 if you are an 
undergraduate non-Florida 
resident. The cost of every credit 
hour can be broken down into sev-
eral smaller fees per credit hour. 
Just for the salce of keeping this 
brief, and because their tuition is 
so high that I weep blood at the 
thought of it, all of the costs that I 
name will be for undergraduate 
Florida residents. 
The first hourly fee is your 
tuition. In a rare feat of logic and 
The second-highe_st 
· number on the list of 
fees per credit hour is your athletic 
fee. Oh, yes. 
"Oh that's good", I thought, 
"because athletics is the second 
most important thing to me here at 
the univer ... wait, what?" Why am I 
paying $12.68 per credit hour for 
sports? Think about that number. 
How many credit hours are you 
taking? The average student talces 
about 12. So, 12 multiplied by $12.68 
is $152.16 in athletic fees per stu-
dent per semester. UCF has about 
52,000 students enrolled this 
semester. That is a lot of money in 
athletic fees. · 
As a graphic design major, I fmd 
this to be just a tad ironic, 
especially since my technology fee 
per credit hour is a scant $4.42 per 
credit hour. Great heck in a hand 
basket! After all the complicated 
math is done, I've paid $152.16 in 
athletic fees and oi:µy $53.04 in 
technology fees for 12 credit hours, 
and I've never even been to a UCF 
football game. I guess I'd better 
malce it a priority to go, seeing as 
how I'm buying their uniforms. 
The other fee that chapped my 
heinie is the transportation access 
fee. Are you sad that you shelled 
out $84 for a parking pass? Well, 
hang on a second! If you're like me 
and drive your own car to school, 
you're probably already paying for 
gas, tolls and wear-and-tear on 
your car, but did you know, on top 
ofit all, you also pay a $7.94-per- · 
credit-hour Thansportation Access 
Fee? What is that? Okay, now you 
can be sad. Crank up your Bon Iver 
in your Honda Civic and cry your 
hipster tears as you join the UCF 
''parking space demolition derby." 
There are other various fees of a 
questionable-sounding nature 
involved in your credit hours, but 
we won't go into them here. You 
can check them out for yourself at 
www.iroffice.ucf.edu. No, really! 
The next time you're in the Stu-
dent Union scarfmg down your 
overpriced fast food, you can sit for 
a while and ponder your $8.99 
health fee. 
The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication, 
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online 
at www.CentrafRoridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558. 







T H E WORD ARO u ·N D CAMPUS ") 
ON UCFNEWS.COM WHAT YOU ARE SAYING 
· Students' laptops crash due 
to a faulty Windows update 
The GeekSquad at the Waterford Lalces 
Best Buy are amazing. They always help 
. me. If you have computer trouble they will 
rescue you! 
STEPHEN SPANGLER 
Those guys are awesome! Did you know 
they can replace your broken iPhone too? 
You have to buy that prote¢on plan, but 
it's so worth it. 
I am not so concerned about the label 
you place on his agenda as the amount of 
money he is spending to achieve it.·You 
can not spend yom way to prosperity. 
Many have tried and all have failed. Many 
· historians believe even FDR extended, not 
shortened, the great depression with the 
New Deal. 
WAKE UP AMERICA 
Video: Will Perry and Ryan 
Bass break down So. Miss 
MARK GIL PEREZ Very good in-depth coverage. I enjoyed 
the discussion and brealc down of the 
· Knights and the Eagles for Saturday. 
Obama shouldn't be painted 
as a socialist . 
I would like to point out that if you 
attend UCF, you are participating in social-
ism. UCF is a public institution and your 
education is subsidized by the government. 
YOUR NAME 
YOUR NAME 
Holy cow they're using new media. I like 
the new approach, but next time I'd rather 
see a larger pan to include both the end 
dudes more in the pictures. 
But why the heck are these dudes wear-
ing Florida State colors and UF colors? 
Wear UCF colors. 
LIKE THE STRATEGY 
' 
'What do you think 
-about the SGA eledions?' 
KEYARA FRANKLIN 
Legal Studies, Junior 
"A few of the senators actually 
do a lot for the school, but I 




"I feel like the senate elections 
are overhyped. Don't get me 
wrong, it's important, but peo-
pie are getting overly worked 
up." 
RAKEL DE CAMPOS 
M&M, Freshman 
"I hope the new senators find 
better ways to spend our 
money." 
GENEVIEVE SEABURG 
Political Science, Senior 
"I hope the new senators are 
able to perform well with all of 
the budget cuts." 
- ti, ~ 
MEGHAN MALONEY 
lnterdisdplinary Studies, Senior 
"I'd like to see more focus from 
the _incoming senators on 
making our campus more sus-
tainable." 
AARON ESPOSITL 
Political Science, Senior 
"Democrats have a m~jority 
right now, so stuff is getting 
passed, but I'm sure everyone 
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Discover, Cash, Check 
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS 
Monday - Friday 
9 a.m. -, 5 p.m. 
407-447-455S •· www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds 
100 
B<'IRTENDERS WAN!B). 
$OC<l a day~. t'-b Expelierre 
~Tranrgf'llM:led. 
Pga 18 +OK~ X 107. 
HeargAi Tech T ran-g. 3 week 
~ Jlll!TcfTI. Hamon 
enviamert. Stie of 1he M l..ro. 
Nmlwi:lecenifi::ati<xls .rd Local 
Joo AooementAimance! CALl. • 
t-¥:J.N: (877)994-9904. 
-klbs! 




ma,, Weekerds, Near UCF. 
Goodpay, 
Cal ..km @ 407-67S-1729. 
Need sl<ia:l Bdx:atQ)eram. 
fv\JstmeeiALL3~ .... 
1 )Clean llilnse (NO POINTS) 
2)Reooential gai'-g eJ<pelierre-
(ims,cti\eways,fnal ga:les) 
3)Elip ctM-g ru:k.traier & aw 
OiRJ:i:JN.S. /wa. $1 Ch E-mai 
resure: ~2127@ool.o:JITl 
Frcrt Desk llt!erm1ts. p,r $8 to $11 
al h:u, c:lepeo:rg on experierce. 
Elip w/ kos .rd o::rrpJler skils a Jj.Js. 
Jcm@~net 
AIRLINES ARE HIRII\G 
Trmb-hgl~Aviaoon 
Mnencro3 Career. FAA 
!WovedJ:lO!T<ITl. Fratialacif 
QJalfled - Housirg avaiaie. 
CALl.Aviaoon lnsttue of 
fli1aiiencme (888)349-o387. 
Located Near Campus 






Stl..d3r1l5 neooed for PT 
maiketrg. leasi1l & rnai1lerare 
p:isitions~ 
Con pel s:fu I is free rent Emai 
res.me: m:ixon@ca,-µisaps.o:JITl 
S1l..dents neooed for PT 
maiketrg. leasi1J & mai1tena'nl 
p:isitions. ~ 
Corrpersmn is free rent Email 
res.me: rrdxon@~.o:JITl 
J\JqYVcW:: 11¥ tu.re fkx:l!s, dose 
b UCF. 2650ft. M. Froays 
, $35t ~@rocketmcil.o:JITl 
lm:, HELP WANTED: ~ Full-Time 
S1J..dent Housirg Prqierty 
Manig,r,Assisla:ltMaiager cm 
l..easi"g rna1cgel'neooed. Elip. 
~ -Exallert~ 
CX1Tl)a'¥ ExcelErt Pay. FtJ 
benefits. Bra1d reN pq::e!ly, 
walkrg cism:eb UCF. 
lr1eMeWi"g bajnstisweek. 




3 retoons 2 t:ahooms, 2 Qr 
Gaage b- root in Uiveraily Dr 
cm 0em Rd. L.esslhcn 5 rm 
· frcm UCF. S1l..dents ae v.elcxxTe. 
$1200 per tv'ionlh 
.$1200 Deposit j;)e_ 
3 BR 2 BA.2 Qr~, washer, 
ctyer, frepoce reor vaJeooa CC 
cm CXJmfflellt to UCF. Pets OK 




lol\rhJrre i1 CaTm:ge Gide 
iai.r, tile1ho.q-oot al 
~ rd.$500~ 
$775$1rom 407-416-8369 
2 Bd/ 25 Ba TCl\',1T0010 with 
atta::hoo garage for $700iT001h. 
Aaoos the streetfrcm l.CF. 
~ restrtoons ~ 1\/o./e i1 
Spooal with mention of tis 00. 
Cal 407-324-7773 
UCF/NE ORLANOO 
Cobrial Pa-re l..uxuy ~ 
1 & 2 Batcxms Free W/0, IXX)I, 
fitness eerier; patios. 
2300 Ewn Ci". 407-67'9ro31 
TRAFFIC VIOLATION? 
Law Offices of Jennifer A. Jacobs 
Former Assistant Public Defender 
Discount for UCF students/ Free Consultation 
407-982-3232 
2 Room Unit with Private 
Ball1 i1 Privale Home 
$55Qlro. a-$1£0wk, Wm 
Sj:xrg.s. Cleal .n:lfulyfurishoo. 
All liilies, ca:ile ard internet 
i"d.rled. f'-b lease, 00 srrokera, 
oo pets. Cal 407-227-3419 
anytime. 
~fun. 212. coroo for rent 
1-ul!er's Reserve 1 llkt> UCF 
$11001yrleaseoopets. Pod, 
1enris, reN part.tie 407-3348520 
Name Your Rent! 
Pri10lss room, ¢.late 
ba1tYocrn. Females any. t'-b 
pets. Gaed rorrm.rily, fl.I 
aiJana, reN bwrrome. -
Cal407~ 
Room 11V1111 for elem\ qliet and 
resp. No Smoke, No~~ 
or gaduate sludent in inmaculate 
~ home near UCF. Saeened-in 
paio with 20 person lllgll)U1d 
jacuz:zl, prof,pool table with ~ 
huge walk-in kitchen, W/0, <i!jtal 
cable, higMpeed wiA!less 
inlemet, security system and lawn 
care: $560'mo. All, uliL Incl. Move-
in ASAP. Cal 407-709-6038 for 
more info. 
2 rronths FREE Surmer ~ 
Furish9d rcx:ms !M'II. for F i1 
5'4 tu.re, Gated cxmn. 2ni b 
UCF, SAFE Uti rd. W/0, 
QtleNvreless net 
$500-$535 Cal 239470-4£,00 
Room for rent 1n 6 
bptxlnl tone. Bem:t UCF. 
~ - rd lntanet,Cal:je, 
ulities. W/0, cis'masher, 
rorrm.rily IXX)I. Corrrmn aea 
mac serw:e. Avaictle OON. Cal 
407~ a-321-438-13.54 
1 Pm wA:lalh !M'II. for rrae 
stu:181 i, 3,2 tone. FtJ l<il::hen, 
6 ni. b UCF $450 per rraih lrd . 
uli. Ca1Ardy 727-457-9784 
Female IOOl11Tl!ie t> sh!re a 3.2 
tu.re in Waterford la<es with 2 
r;1s. $<ro a rraih cal Jmetb-
detais. (305) ~ 1 _ 
Rcxmnae t> shae 3.2 lu.re. 
11x11 al u1iL rd. FIJ ki1chen. 
deE¥1 rocrnales any, 00 pets 
$400tTxl OJieoo 2nib UCF, 407-
9.296598 ~.oom 
RJRN,W/0, CABLE. PVT BA.TI-f.-
lN 212. UCF 10 MIN $:n}MC).+ 1/2 
Uli a-$400 al rd. $100SEC 
STEVE 407-267-4982 
Close to UCF 
· $500. All util. incl. (cable, 15rJibps, 
maid service) 2000 sq ft house. Walk 
In closets. Month-month contract. 5 
jajacobsESQ@gmail.com Winter Park, FL 









100 HelpWanted:General C 
125 HelpWanted:Part-Time C 
150 Help Wanted: Full-Time C 
175 BusinessOpportunities B 
200 For Rent: Homes B 
225 For Rent: Apartments B 
250 Roommates A 
275 Sublease A 
300 For Sale: Homes B 
Pa:lm avalctllefor rent i1 a 
beaJtifu UNrhJuse i,Avaon 
Pak. $525 al u1iities irdt.ded. 
Srnal digs alkMe:l. Females 
ONLY! 
Rocmnale neooed i1 4/2 lu.re 
for 450 a mJl1h i"dt.drg 
everyttt-g. Exwly 5 ni from UCF 
kx:aled i1 riverpcrk off dean 386 
5884164 
2 roommates needoo 
i13.2.5. New gaed VMiune. 
Wal<b UCF. Pool. $500+sh!re 
uti. Mustbedeai&sg, 12rro. 
lease with 1 rm. OCll- Cal 
407-467-4873 Cf 407-G6!xl003 
32S For Sale: Automotive B 
350 For Sale: General A 
375 For Sale: Pets A 




























• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line 
• Offering a successful average return of over 85% 
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication 
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs 
• Enter and viey.' classified ads online 24 hours a day 
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© Puzzles by Pappocom 
Fill in the grid so 
that every row, 
column and 3x3 box 
contains the digits 1 







Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com 
CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 
1 Places for 
chickens 
$510mJnh, al uli. h::tu:Ed; 
l.l1fi.mshed ¢.late bed-bah i1413.-
5; reN ~ . w/d; half nie 
to LCF; Oct rent free. female 
prefenal.305-389{l625 
6 Teapot fea\Ure 
11.Roman 901 
1; ~ ! ~~;tan 
16 Youthful fellow 
17 London art 
museum, as lt 
was formerly 
known 
I= FORSALE: ~ Automotive 
1970 a-e,,.,,oJe!QiewleSS 
396, deerti11e, 8 ~ 
ex1eror coor. red, neror coor. 
red, ga&i,e, rncnJal, 6700'.) 
mles, $4500, sen me al ernai 
at ~ @ive.o:Jlll Cf cal 
me 206-2ro-2879 
1999 NISSAN tMXIMA3.0l. \16 
b-sale. 146,00'.lnies, peer! 
Mile, dark ti1t. rltlCf oosmeli:: 
dela:ts. perla:tnrri"g 
cordti:n! Savi:e oxs. !M'II 
b-last~ nies. 
KBB \rale: $3,300 
Aski"g $2.850 000 
Cal 561-644-4478 Cf 
NssarMaxma99@gnai.o:JITl 
2002 Jcm Deere 5ali Diesel, 
µm $<m), M:mer; l..oa:b; 
4WD, fXllJeS cm de!ais at 
roolb13@g,,ai.o:JITl, (305)328-
8300. 
PD.la hlega 98 $5001 Hcn:la 
ave 01 $550! Nissan Allina 99 
$5001 Tc:,pa Cada 02 $5001 
PolK:e lrJlX)l.l"ds! For~ cal 
(00:>)3660013 ext 9275. 
19 Some MIT grads 
20 Extreme degrees 
21 LPGA teen 
22fi~fu~:e11e 
24 tlilsf-'u ready for 




29 Proofs of age, 
briefly 
30 Ones making 
money 
31 Pointy-eared 
33 ~~!~i9~i By LIia Cherry 9/14/09 
34 Small jazz combo DOWN 
35 It shows a book's 1 Short snoozes 
name, author, 2 Traveling aw~ 
publisher, etc. from home 
39 Parts of the 3 Very busy 
Rockies: Abbr. 4 Pumpkin 
42 Boiling desserts 
43 Kitchen allure 5 Part of a line: 
47 Norse mariner Abbr. 
Leif 6 Bowler's 
49 AT&T competitor challenges 
51 King, in France 7 Opposite of neo-
52 Photographic 8 Source of iron 
S 0 .,, .L •s N l I )I • s N A S 
H 0 .LI d s 3 , .,, s • A 0 l d 
.Ls I N 'I/ I d 3 HJ.  , I J. n 
N 0 S 0 s• 0 8 .,,. X 3 S S 3 
I II ON • o N 'I/ 8 N 3• 3 3 J. 
N 0 II I 0 I II 9 • 3 W O H N I 
3 .L 0 N . ... 'I/ H 0 0 II 
no A 7 , 3 .L I 0 I 0 J. 'I/ HM 
.,, J. J..,, 3 II • II 3 X 'I/ 
3 N I 9 N 3 • J. II 'I/ w s J. 3 9 
54~J~~estnut 15~:~~~-
case singer/songwriter 
55 Blackmore's "_ James 
II I o• 'I/ H S I II J. .J. 3 n a 
0 0 'I/ II d. 0 S 3. I 'I/ l N 3 
I'll .,, 0 3 • s II 3 J. 3 W 3 , 3 .L 
Doane" 11 Vacuum _ 
56 Paul Bunyan's 12 Orchestra 
II 3 n II • .L n o 3 9 'I/ II 3 /I .,, 
0 II .,, 8 • II 3 0 0 .,, • .1. d 'I/ II tool conductors, 
57 Piece of sausage 1orma11v Last issue solved 
58 Stock mkt. debut 13 "Sounds about 
59 ~~:'avored ice 18 ~it;:,i~:':ied 38 "Passages" 48 :,~':ate 
63 Fire, to the French 23 Big game tracker author Sheehy 
64 Mor Zimbalist Jr, 25 - torch: patio 39 Insurance lineups 
65 '_ the loneliest light company with 49 Adages 
number": old 26 Twice-monthly Snoopy on its 50 First symbol on a 
song lyric tide blimp musical stall 
66 Ambufance 27 Irene of "Fame" 40 State cop 53 Supplolyrparty 
destinations, for 32 Radiologist's 4 1 oxide: food · 
short procedure, briefly laughing gas 57 Pale-green moth 
67 Goes bad, as 33 Fast plane 44 Circled the earth 60 ET's vehicle 
milk 36 Norse thunder 45 Canadian cop 61 One-man show 
68 :?~~ in shallow 37 ·~e _ Ranger" 46 ~= th~~~ 62 ~u~~apote 
Solution and new puzzles in next jssue's Classifieds 
UCF Classic Logo Sale! 
45%off slapa, wallels & more at 
www.TroplcalSouLcom 
Walk in: 
11825 High Tech Ave . 
~· 
Suite # 100 
Orlando, FL 3281 7 
OONATEYOUR VEHICLE 
RECBVE $100'.lGROCERY 
COUPON UNfTED BREAST 
CAl'O:R FOUNDATION Free 
Marmgans. BreastCcna-11b 










Sept.17, 2009 • W11tal "'1riba 1uttm 
' . 
Come to Memory Mall and 1"Accelerate Your Life" with one of our 
U.S. Navy exhibits. Learn how yo':' can earn up to $90,000 while 
finishing your college degree. 
Navy Suburban Gaming Vehicle 
I 
and Football Toss 
Check out our 
1
Na~ Suburba~ 
SUV with a Playstation 3/Xbox 
360 gaming center and play the 





test your strength and endurance by taking 
the Navy SEAL challenge and take a walk . . . 
through the history of the world's most elite 
fighting force. 
Navv Band "Pride" .. 
Come join the Navy band 
"Pride" in front of the student 
union as they per~orm1 a mix 
from ,current Top. 40 charts, 
rhythm and blues, classi.c rock, 
modem rock, . ~ance, Motown, 
soul, hip-hop, swing, country~ 
and disco. Performances start at 
11 a.m. and 1 p.m. each .day of 
the Navy Expo . 
All events are from .9:00 a.m. to 4 p.m . 
l ---- --- . ---···- -- - ~ 
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